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Robert C. Merton*
Massachusetts Institution of Technology

On Market Timing and
Investment Performance.
1. An Equilibrium Theory of
Value for Market Forecasts

I. Introduction
The evaluationof the performanceof investment
managersis a much-studiedproblem in finance.
The extensive study of this problem could be
justified solely on the basis of the manifest function of these evaluations, which is to aid in the
efficient allocation of investment funds among
managers.However, an equally importantlatent
function of these evaluations is to provide a
method of testing the Efficient Markets Hypothesis.1 If market participants are rational, a
necessary condition for superiorperformanceis
superiorforecasting skills on the part of the performer. Hence, these evaluations can help resolve whether or not the existence of different
informationamong market participantsplays an
empirically significant role in the formation of
equilibriumsecurity prices.
One of the principal applications of modem
capital market theory has been to provide a
structuralspecificationwithin which to measure
investment performanceand thereby to identify
* I thankF. Black andJ. Cox for manyhelpfuldiscussions
and R. Henriksson for scientific assistance. Aid from the
National Science Foundationis gratefullyacknowledged.
1. Because those who believe that they have superiorforecasting skills are reluctantto makepublicthe techniquesthey
use, the evaluationof investmentperformanceis essentialfor
"unbiased" testing on the Efficient Market Hypothesis.
Fama (1970) provides an excellent discussion of both the
EfficientMarketstheory and the various attemptsto test it.
(Journal of Business, 1981, vol. 54, no. 3)
1981 by The University of Chicago
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An equilibriumtheory for the value of
market-timingskills is
derived for the case
where there are only
two possible predictions: either stocks are
predictedto outperforf
bonds or bonds are predicted to outperform
stocks. It is shown that
the patternof returns
from successful market
timing has an isomorphic correspondenceto
the patternof returns
from following certain
option investment strategies. This correspondence is used to derive
a unique equilibrium price structureof
managementfees which
are independentof investors' preferences,
endowments, or prior
probabilityassessments
for stock returns.
Sufficientstatistics for
evaluatingmarkettiming skills are derived, and it is shown
that the numberof correct forecasts is not a
useful statistic for this
purpose.
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superior performers if they exist. In this structure, it is usually assumed2that forecastingskills can be partitionedinto two distinct components:(1) forecasts of price movementsof selected individualstocks
(i.e., "microforecasting");and (2) forecasts of price movements of the
general stock market as a whole (i.e., "macroforecasting").Usually
associated with security analysis, microforecasting involves the
identificationof individualstocks which are under-or overvalued relative to equities generally. In the context of the well-known Capital
Asset PricingModel specification,3a microforecasterattemptsto identify individualstocks whose expected returnslie significantlyabove or
below the Security Market Line. In his strictest form, the microforecaster would only forecast the nonsystematic or "non-marketexplained"componentof the returnon individualstocks. For example,
suppose that the random variable return per dollar on securityj between time t and t + 1, Zj(t), can be described by
Zj(t) = R(t) + Bj[ZM(t) - R(t)] +

Ej(t),

(1)

whereZm(t) is the returnper dollaron the market,R(t) is the returnper
dollaron the riskless asset, and Ej(t) has the propertythat its expectation conditional on knowing the outcome for ZM(t)is equal to its
unconditionalexpectation, that is, E[E{t) IZM(t)] = E[Ej(t)]. Then a
strict microforecastabout securityj would be a forecast only about the
statistical properties of Ej(t).
Macroforecasting,or "market timing," attempts to identify when
equities in generalare under-or overvaluedrelativeto the fixed-income
securities. A macroforecasteror "market timer," tries to forecast
when stocks will outperformbonds-that is, ZM(t)> R(t)-and when
bonds will outperform stocks-that is, ZM(t) < R(t). Since a macroforecaster only forecasts the statistical properties of ZM(t)or ZM(t) R(t), his forecasts can only be used to predictdifferentialperformance

among individual stocks arising from the systematic, or "marketexplained," components of their returns, {13j[Zm(t) - R(t)] + R(t)}. Of

course, both micro-and macroforecastingcan be employed to forecast
both components of the returns on individualstocks.
Most of the theoretical and empirical research has focused on the
performance of portfolio managers who are assumed to be microforecasters (i.e., individual stock pickers).4 However, there are
notable exceptions. Using both micro- and macroforecasting,Fama
2. See Fama (1972).
3. The "CapitalAsset PricingModel" refers to the equilibriumrelationshipsamong
security prices which obtain when investors choose their portfolios according to a
mean-variancecriterion function and have homogeneous beliefs. See Sharpe (1964),
Lintner (1965), and Mossin (1966) for the original derivations. For a comprehensive
review of the model, see Jensen (1972b).
4. See Treynorand Black (1973), Treynor(1965), Sharpe(1966), and Jensen (1968,
1969).Jensen (1972b)provides a summaryof the empiricalstudies.
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(1972)and Jensen (1972a)examine in detail the theoreticalstructureof
portfolioperformancepatternsfor managers.Jensen also points out the
difficulties in identifying empirically the individual contributions of
each to overall performance. Grant (1977) derives the effects of
market-timingactivities on the performancemeasuresemployed in the
empirical studies which assume microforecastingskills only. Treynor
and Mazuy (1966) look for evidence of macroforecastingskills by
analyzing return data on mutual funds. Sharpe (1975) simulates the
patterns of returns on a portfolio managed by a hypothetically successful market timer. All these studies have in common the fact that
they assume a CapitalAsset Pricing Model framework.5
A fundamentaldifferencebetweenthe modelpresentedhere and these
earliermodels is that I assume that the markettimer's forecaststake a
very simpleform, namely, the markettimerforecasts eitherthat stocks
will earn a higher returnthan bonds or that bonds will earn a higher
return than stocks. By comparisonwith the Jensen (1972a) formulation, my model may appearto be less sophisticatedbecause the market
timer in the model developed here does not forecast how much better
the superiorinvestmentwill perform.However, when this simple forecast informationis combinedwith a priordistributionfor returnson the
market,a posteriordistributionis derived which does permitprobability statements about how much better the superior investment will
perform. By formulatingthe problem in this way, I am able to study
market timing without assuming a Capital Asset Pricing Model
framework,and therefore, for the most part, my conclusions will be
robust with respect to assumptionsabout the distributionof returns.
My study of markettimingis brokeninto two parts. In the first part,
which is presented here, I develop the basic model and analyze the
theoreticalstructureof the patternof returnsfrommarkettiming. From
this analysis, I derive an equilibriumtheory of value for market-timing
forecasting skills. In the second part, to be presented in a subsequent
paper, I use the structurederived here to develop both parametricand
nonparametricstatistical procedures to test for superior forecasting
skills. These tests of investment performancewill distinguishmarket
timing from individualstock selection skills.
The principalfindingsof the firstpartcan be summarizedas follows:
The patternof returnsfrom successful markettimingwill be shown to
have an isomorphic correspondence to the pattern of returns from
following certain option investment strategies where the ("implicit")
prices paid for options are less thantheir "fair" or marketvalues. That
is, the returnpatterns from successful markettiming will be virtually
indistinguishablefrom the returnpatterns of these option strategies if
5. Specifically, they assume that stock returns are normally distributedand that
relativeto the "public"informationset, securitiesare pricedso as to satisfythe Security
MarketLine.
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the managersof the latter can identify and purchase "undervalued"
options.
Using this isomorphiccorrespondence,we can determinethe value
of market-timingskills. In making this determination, I begin by
analyzing how investors would use the market timer's forecast to
modify their probability beliefs about stock returns and, from this
analysis, derive both necessary and sufficientconditions for such forecasts to have a positive value. It is shown that the probabilityof a
correct forecast by the market timer is neither a necessary nor a
sufficient statistic for determiningwhether or not his forecasts have
positive value. Rather,it is the probabilityof a correct forecast, conditional upon the returnon the market,which serves as such a sufficient
statistic.
Under the assumptionthat the aggregatesize of transactionsbased
on the market timer's forecast is small enough to have a negligible
effect on marketprices, a unique equilibriumprice structureof managementfees is derived. The derived managementfees depend only on
the conditionalprobabilitiesof a correct forecast and the marketprices
of options, and therefore, they are independentof investors' preferences, endowments,or priorprobabilityassessments for stock returns.
Previous research into the determinationof managementfees along
these lines can be found in Goldman, Sosin, and Gatto (1978) and
Goldman, Sosin, and Shepp (1978). However, unlike these earlier
analyses, I derive the equilibrium management fees for imperfect
market-timingforecasts and obtain my results with no specific assumptionsabout either the distributionof returnson the marketor the
way in which option prices are determined.
The paper proceeds as follows: In Section II, I develop the model
and derive the equilibriummanagementfee for the special case where
the informationset availableto all investors (other than the forecaster)
is the same and the markettimeris a perfect forecaster. Althoughthese
assumptions are empirically unrealistic, the analysis of this case
provides a useful "benchmark"for interpretingthe results derived in
the general case. Indeed, the comparativestatics propositionsproved
in this section will applyto the generalcase. In Section III, the model is
developed for the general case where investors may have different
informationsets, and thereforeheterogeneousbeliefs about the distribution of returnson the market, and the markettimer is an imperfect
forecaster. In Section IV, the equilibriumstructure of management
fees for market timing is derived for this general case.
II. HomogeneousBeliefs and Perfect Forecasting
In this section, I develop the model for the case where there are many
investors with homogeneous probabilitybeliefs and a single investor
who is a perfect market timer.
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At each point in time t, t = 0, 1, 2,...

,

let +(t) denote the common

("public") informationset which is available to all investors. Based
upon +(t), investors form a probabilityassessment for ZM(t),the return
per dollar on the market between t and t + 1. Because the public
informationavailable to all investors is the same, it is reasonable to
assume that the probabilitydensity functionderivedby each investor is
the same and let f(Z,t) denote this common density function. It is
further assumed that this agreed-upon density function satisfies
RationalExpectationsin the sense that relativeto informationset +(t),
the (ex post) path of market returns is consistent with the (ex ante)
probabilitybeliefs for that path as expressed by f. There is a defaultfree bond whose returnper dollar between t and t + 1 is known with
certainty as of date t, and we denote the return per dollar on this
security by R(t).
In addition to the public information set +(t), one investor has
information which he uses to make a market-timingforecast. The
nature of this information, when fully exploited, is such that this
investor can forecast when stocks will outperform bonds, ZM(t) > R(t),

and when bonds will performat least as well as stocks, ZM(t)- R(t). In
this section, it is assumed that his forecast is always correct. Although
this forecast is clearly valuable, its direct sale to other investors is
difficult because its dissemination cannot be controlled. Hence, to
exploit his informationedge, it is assumed that the forecasterforms an
investment company or mutual fund which he manages in return for
fees. The investment policy of the fund is to invest in the marketand
bonds according to his forecast. As is the case for "real world"
investment companies, investors in this fund do not know in advance
either the manager'sforecast or the positions he has taken. Of course,
ex post, they will know both, and whether or not the forecast was
accurate, by simply observing the asset returns. It is furtherassumed
that the total assets invested in the fund are small enough so that
purchases and sales by the fund have a negligible effect on market
prices.

The usual "frictionless" marketassumptions,includingno taxes and
transactionscosts, are made throughoutthe paper. However, for the
analysis in this section only, neither borrowing(to buy securities) nor
selling short is permitted.Because of the perfect forecast assumption,
in the absence of such restrictionsthe managerwould exhibit infinite
demands for securities, which is, of course, inconsistent with the
price-takerassumption. Since this derived behavior is caused by the
crude assumptionof perfect forecasting along with the willingness of
others to extend unlimitedcredit, nothing in terms of insights into the
real world is lost by imposing these restrictions here. Indeed, most
investment company chartersprohibitborrowingor selling short, and
all limit to some degree the extent to which either can be carriedout.
Hence, given these restrictions,the managerwill follow the strategyof
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investing all the assets in whichever security dominates the other on
the basis of his forecast.6
I formallyrepresentthe forecast at time t by the variabley(t), where
y(t) = 1 if the forecast is that ZM(t) > R(t) and y(t) = 0 if the forecast is
that ZM(t) < R(t). Because f(Z,t) is a rational-expectationsdensity
functionrelativeto informationset +(t), the probabilitydensity for the
return on the market conditionalon the forecast y(t) = y, ft, can be
written as
0 - Z - R(t)
f*(Z,t j}) = (1 - y)f(Z,t)Iq(t),
= yf(Z,t)I[1

-

q(t)],

R(t) < Z

< ?o,

(2)

where
(t =RMt

q(t) -f

f(Z,t)dZ

is the probabilitythat the returnon the marketis less thanthe returnon
bonds based upon the public informationset +(t). Of course, a necessary conditionfor equilibriumis thatq (t) > 0. Althoughthe analysis is
not Bayesian, I borrow its terminologyand refer tof(Z,t) as the prior
distributionfor the marketreturnandf*(Z,t |y) as the posteriordistribution.
The outside investors in the fund do not know what the forecast will
be. Hence, from their perspective, y(t) is a random variable with
prob {y(t) = 0} = q(t). The expected value of y(t), E {y(t)}, is equal to
1 - q(t), the unconditionalprobabilitythat the returnon the marketwill
exceed the returnon bonds. If A(t) equals the total value of investment
in securities by the fund at time t and F(t) equals the total fees paid at
the beginningof period t for managingthe fund between t and t + 1,
then the total (gross) dollaramountinvested in the fund at time t, I(t),
satisfies I(t) = A(t) + F(t).

Althoughthe outsideinvestorsdo not know what the forecastwill be,
they do know that the forecastwill be correct and that the managerwill
invest all the fund's assets in the marketif y(t) = 1 and in bonds if y(t)
= 0. Therefore,the randomvariableend-of-periodvalue of the assets,
V(t + 1), as viewed by an outside investor can be written as
V(t + 1) = max [A(t)R(t), A(t)ZM(t)]
= A(t)R(t)

+ max [0,A(t)ZM(t) - A(t)R(t)]

(3)

= A (t)R (t) + A (t) max [0,ZM(t) - R (t)],

where the distributionfunction for ZM(t)is given by f(Z,t).
6. The term "dominates" is used here as it is defined in Merton (1973a, p. 143),
namely, securityA dominates securityB if the returnon A will exceed the returnon B
for some possible states of the worldand will be at least as large as the returnon B in all
possible states of the world. Clearly,it is never optimalto invest positive amountsin a
dominatedsecurity.
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For expositional convenience,7 suppose that one "unit" (or
"share") in the marketportfoliois definedsuch that the currentcost of
acquiringone share equals $1. Then, from (3), the end-of-periodvalue
of the fund will be identically equal to the end-of-periodvalue of a
portfolio which follows the investment strategy of holding $A(t) in
bonds and one-period call options on A(t) shares of the market
portfolio with exercise price per share of R(t).8 Such an investment
strategy is a specific example of a class called "options-bills" or
"options-paper" strategies.9
In the absence of managementfees, the investmentreturnsfrom this
type of perfect market timing are identical to those that would be
earned from the above options-bills strategy (which uses no markettiming information)if the call options could be purchased at a zero
price. To see this, note that in the absence of managementfees, the
initialinvestmentrequiredin the market-timingstrategyto generatethe
end-of-perioddollar return in (3) is I(t) = A(t). To generate the same
end-of-perioddollar returnusing the options-bills strategyrequires an
initial investment of $A(t) in bonds plus the cost of acquiringthe call
options on the market portfolio. Since the dollar return (3) can be
achieved using the maket-timingstrategy with an initial investment of
only $A(t), the economic value of this type of perfect market timing
(per dollarof assets held by the fund) is equal to c(t), where c(t) is the
market price of a one-period call option on one share of the market
portfolio with an exercise price of R(t).
We can rewrite (3) as
V(t + 1) = A(t)ZM(t) + max [O,A(t)R(t) - A(t)ZM(t)]
= A (t)ZM(t) + A(t) max [O,R(t) - ZM(t)].

(4)

Inspectionof (4) shows that the dollarreturnon the assets of the fundis
also identical to the dollar return on a portfolio which follows the
investment strategyof holdingA(t) shares (at $1 per share)of the market portfolio and a one-periodput option on A(t) shares of the market
portfoliowith an exercise price per share of R(t).10Such an investment
7. Therefore,the "end-of-period"value of one sharewill be ZM(t).At that time, the
stock is " split" (or "reverse" split)ZM(t)shares-for-oneso thatthe purchasepriceof one
share is always $1. Of course, ZM(t)includes both dividendsand capital gains and no
distinctionis made between the two throughoutthe paper.
8. An "American"call optiongives its ownerthe rightto purchasea specifiednumber
of shares at the exercise price on or before the expirationdate. If it is not exercised by
that time, it becomes worthless.The call option in the text is "European"and therefore
can only be exercised on the expirationdate. Moreover,it is also "payout protected"
(see Merton 1973a,p. 151)and thereforeits value is not affectedby the compositionof
the market'sreturnbetween dividends and capital gains.
9. For a descriptionand analysis of these strategies, see Merton, Scoles, and Gladstein (1978).
10. An "American"put option gives its owner the rightto sell a specifiednumberof
shares at the exercise price on or before the expirationdate. As for the call option
discussed in n. 8, the put option in the text is Europeanand payout protected.
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strategy is an example of a "protective put" or "insured equity"
strategy."I
As with the options-billsstrategy,to achieve the end-of-perioddollar
return (4) using the protective put strategy (with no market-timing
information) requires an initial investment of $A(t) in the market
portfolioplus $A(t)g(t) in put options whereg(t) is the marketprice of a
one-period put option on one share with an exercise price of R(t).
Hence, the economic value of this type of perfect markettiming (per
dollarof assets held by the fund)is also equal to g (t). However, there is
no inconsistency in using either the call or put isomorphicrelationship
to determinethe economic value of the informationbecause c(t) = g (t)
by the well-known Parity Theorem.'2(Note that the market prices of
the options are the equilibriumprices based upon the public information f[t].)13
As has been discussed elsewhere,14 the put option as an instrumentis
very much analogousto a term insurancepolicy where the item insured
is the value of the underlying stock and the maximum coverage (or
"face value") of the policy is the exercise price. Throughthe derived
correspondenceof the market-timingstrategy with the protective put
strategy, we therefore have that the principalbenefit of markettiming
is to provide insurance. The investor who follows the uninformed
strategyof always holdingthe marketsuffers the capitallosses as well
as enjoying the gains from marketmovements. However, the successful market timer earns the gains but is "insured" against the losses.
From (3) or (4), the return per dollar on the fund's assets, X(t) [V(t + 1)IA(t)], can be written as
X(t) = max [ZM(t),R(t)]
= R (t) + max [O,ZM(t) - R (t)]
=

ZM(t) +

max [O,R(t)

-

(5)

ZM(t)].

From (3) and (5), the returnper dollarto the investors in the fund can
be written as
V(t + 1)/[(t)

= X(ty/[1

+ m.(tl]

(6)

11. For a description and analysis of these strategies, see Merton, Scholes, and
Gladstein(in press).
12. If borrowingand lendinginterestrates are equal, then for payout-protectedEuropeanoptions on the same stock with the same exercise price andexpirationdates, g(t) =
c(t) - S + EIR(t) where S is the currentstock price and E is the exercise price. In the
case in the text, S = 1 andE = R(t), and so, g(t) = c(t). For a proofand discussionof the
Parity Theorem, see Merton (1973a, p. 157, theorem 12; 1973b).
13. As was assumedfor stocks andbonds in the text, I assumethat the markettimer's
actions have no effect on option prices. Of course, based upon his informationset (with
no borrowingor selling short),the call option would be worthlessif y(t) = 0 and the put
option would be worthless if y(t) = 1.
14. See Mertonet al. (1978, pp. 185-88).
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where m(t) F(t)IA(t) is the managementfee expressed as a fractionof
assets held by the fund. If, as is reasonable to assume, investors
behave competitively, then the equilibriummanagement fee will be
such that the market timer extracts all the economic benefit from his
differential information. As was shown, the economic value of his
forecast per dollar of invested assets is equal to g(t). Therefore, the
equilibriummanagementfee as a fractionof invested assets will satisfy
m(t)

=

g(t)

=

c(t).

(7)

Expressed as a percentage of gross investment, the fee is given by
F(t)/I(t) = m(t)/[l + m(t)]
= g (t)I[1 + g (t)].

(8)

Another way to see that (7) is the correct equilibriummanagement
fee is as follows: In equilibrium,the cost to the investor for receiving a
specified pattern of returns should be the same independent of the
manner in which that pattern is created. From the viewpoint of the
investor, the fund is a "black box" in the sense that all he can observe
is the patternof returnsgeneratedby the fund. He does not observe the
forecasts or the resultingtransactionsmade by the managerto create
that pattern. So, for example, a manager with no forecasting skills
could guarantee the dollar return V(t + 1) given in (4) by simply
investing $A(t) in the marketand $A(t)g(t)in put options on the market
with exercise price per share of R(t). Viewed as a black box, the dollar
returnsto this manager'sfund would be identical to the dollar returns
from the market timer's fund. Of course, the cost to the former of
achieving this dollar return would be A(t) + A(t)g(t) = [1 + g(t)]A (t).

Equatingthis cost to the cost of the latter, we have that [1 + g (t)]A(t) =
[1 + m(t)]A(t) or m(t) = g(t). At this fee, the investor would be just
indifferent between investing in either of the two funds. Since the
investor can always choose to follow this protective put strategy, I
have also shown that the managementfee given in (7) is the maximum
fee which the market timer can receive.
If the environmentwere such that investors in the fund had some
marketpower, then they could bargainaway fromthe managersome of
the economic value of the forecast, and the managementfee would be
less than g(t). In this case, the returnsearned by investors in the fund
would be identicalto those earned by following a protective put strategy using no markettiming where the investors can identify and purchase "undervalued"puts. Specifically,if Xis definedsuch that m(t) =
Xg(t)(O< X- 1), then the returnsearnedby the investors would be "as
if" they could purchase puts at 100(1 - X)%less than their "fair"
value.
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From (7), one could in principleuse observed put- and call-option
prices to estimate the value of macroforecastingskill. Moreover, this
correspondencepermitsthe direct applicationof the extensive results
derived in option pricing theoryt5to a comparativestatics analysis of
equilibriummanagementfees. From such an analysis, the following
propositions can be established.
PROPOSITION11.1:The managementfee is a nondecreasingfunction
of the riskiness (volatility) of the market portfolio.

In Merton (1973a, p. 149, theorem 8), it is shown that a call option's
price is a nondecreasingfunctionof the riskinessof its underlyingstock
where the definitionof "more risky" is that of Rothschildand Stiglitz
(1970).16 The proof of the propositionfollows directlyfrom (7) because
m(t) = c(t). Thus, the more uncertaininvestors are aboutthe outcomes
for the market, the more valuable is the market timer's forecast.
In the analysis, the forecasts are made at discrete points in time (t =
0, 1, 2, . . .). Let r denote the actuallengthof time between forecasts in
some fixed time unit such as "one day." So, for example, if the market
timer's forecast is for a month, then r = 30 (days). In his forecast is for
a quarter, then r = 91 (days). The percentage managementfee per
forecast period is m(t).
PROPOSITION11.2: The managementfee (per forecast period) is a
nondecreasingfunction of the length of the forecast period, that is,
amr >,-0.

From (7), m(t) is equal to the value of a call option with length of time
until expirationof r. In Merton(1973a, p. 143, eq. [4]), it is shown that
a call option is a nondecreasing function of its length of time until
expiration. Proposition11.2follows directly. Hence, the management
fee for 1 month for a managermaking 1-monthforecasts is at least as
large as the managementfee for 1 week for a managermaking 1-week
forecasts. However, this does not imply that the services provided by
the managerwho makes 1-monthforecasts are more valuablethan the
services provided by the managerwho makes 1-week forecasts. Indeed, as the proof of the following propositiondemonstrates,quite the
opposite is true.
PROPOSITION11.3:If the riskless bond interest rate is nonstochastic
over time, then the managementfee per fixed unit of time (i.e., the
managementfee rate) is a nonincreasingfunction of the length of the
forecast period.
15. For a comprehensivesurvey article on option pricingtheory, see Smith (1976).
16. See Rothschildand Stiglitz(1970).Theirdefinitionof "more risky" refers to the
"total" risk of a security and should not be confused with the "systematic" or
"portfolio"risk of a security. See Merton(in press) for furtherdiscussion.
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Suppose that a markettimer will make T forecasts duringa fixed time
intervalr. Then, the returnper dollarof assets invested in his fund for
this period, X1, can be written as
T
XI

1I

-T

-T

max [Z(t),

R(t)]

HR()

I

max [Q()1],

where Q(t) Zm(t)IR(t). Considera second markettimer whose forecast interval equals r and who therefore makes only one forecast for
this period. Then, the returnper dollarof assets invested in his fundfor
this period, X2, can be written as X2 max [ZM,R], where ZM is the
returnper dollaron the marketover the intervalr andR is the returnon
a riskless security over the interval T. Clearly,
T

ZM

=

I zmot).

t=1

By hypothesis, interestrates are nonstochastic, and therefore,to avoid
arbitrage,
T

R

HR@).

=

t=1

Hence, X2 can be rewritten as
-T
T
X2 = max [ ZM(t),17R(t)

-T

t=l

_t=l

_t=l

If eitherZm(t) > R(t) fort = 1, .. .,
then
T

-

-

HR(t)

=

-T-

max H
-

Q(t),11.

t=l

T or Zm(t) < R(t) for t = 1, ... . T,
T

max

17Q(t)9,1= 17max [Q(t),1].

max

[1

Otherwise,
T
t=l

-

Q(t),11 <

T

171
max [Q(t), 1].
t=l

Hence, for all possible outcomes, X1 > X2, and for some possible
outcomes, X1 > X2. Therefore, all investors would be willing to pay at
least as large a (and generally, larger)managementfee (per time interval r) for the first fund as they would for the second fund.
The most widely used formulafor evaluatingoptions was developed
in a seminal paper by Black and Scholes (1973). Under the twin assumptionsthat tradingtakes place continuouslyandthat the underlying
stock returnsfollow a continuous sample path diffusionprocess with a
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constant variance rate, they use an arbitrageargumentto deduce a
formula for a call option given by17
(9)
f(S, T, E) = SD(x) - Ee -rT(X2),
- ;
( ) iS the
X2 = XI
where xl [log (SIE) + (r +2 (r2)T]/o7T
cumulative normal density function, S is the current stock price, T is
the length of time untilexpiration,E is the exercise price per share, r is
the instantaneousrate of interest, and o-2 iS the instantaneousvariance
per unit time of the rate of return on the stock.
If the conditions required for the valid application of the BlackScholes formulaare satisfied, then from (7) we can use formula(9) to
evaluate the equilibriummanagementfee. For the purposes of this
paper, S = 1, E = R(t), T = r, and exp [-rT]l

1R(t). Hence, under

the conditionsthat tradingtakes place continuouslyin time andthat the
rate of returnon the marketportfoliofollows a diffusionprocess with a
variancerate which is constant over (at least) the forecast interval,the
equilibriummanagementfee can be written as
m(t) = 2D[! o-(t) \/T] - 1,

(10)

variance rate at
where o-2(t) is the constant-over-the-forecast-interval
the time of the tth forecast and r, as before, is the lengthof the forecast
interval.
PROPOSITIONII.4: If the conditions for the Black-Scholes option
formula are satisfied, then the percentage management(per forecast
interval) is: (1) an increasing function of the forecast interval; (2) an
increasingfunctionof the variancerate on the market;and (3) independent of the level of the interest rate (i.e., the returnper dollar on the
riskless asset).
The proof follows immediately by differentiatingm(t) in (10) with
respect to each of these parameters:Om/Or = o-(t) exp [-or2(t)r18]1
V87T > 0 and OmIOo-(t)= V exp [ - 2(t)r18]IV2 > 0, where
OmIOR(t)= 0. Part 1 of proposition11.4is obviously a special case of
proposition11.2.Indeed, as was shown in Merton(1973a, p. 180, app.
2), part 2 of proposition11.4is just a special case of proposition11.1.
Part 3 of proposition 11.4 conflicts with the usual comparative static
result that the price of a call option is an increasing function of the
interestrate.18 The reason for the differenceis that the exercise price of
the call option correspondingto the managementfee is an increasing
function of the interest rate, whereas in the usual comparative static
analysis the exercise price is held fixed. Because the price of a call
option is a decreasing function of its exercise price, the positive relationshipbetween the exercise price and the interest rate bringsin an
17. This formula applies for a payout-protected European call option which is exactly
appropriate for the purposes of the text.
18. See Merton (1973a, pp. 145-46, and theorem 14, p. 167).
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offsettingnegativeeffect on value in this case. WhileI have only shown
that the managementfee is independent of the interest rate in the
special case when Black-Scholes applies, I conjecture that this result
will obtainundermore generalconditions. The basis for this conjecture
is that, unlike the call option, the price of a put option is usually
believed to be a decreasingfunctionof the interest rate. However, as I
have shown, the managementfee can also be expressed in terms of a
put option's price. Since, whether expressed as a put or a call, the
effect of a change in the interest rate on the managementfee must be
the same, I am led to the belief that it will be independentof the interest
rate.
Formula(10) can also be used for the managementfee to provide a
quantitativeexample of proposition11.3. Suppose the variancerate for
the market returns is a constant (r2. Then, from (10), the percentage
managementfee (per forecast interval) will be the same each period.
Let mndenote the percentagemanagementfee for a fixed time periodT
where n is the numberof forecast periods contained in that fixed time
period. That is, the forecast interval r equals Tin. Because in this case
the managementfee per forecast period is the same each period, we
have from (10) that
mn

=

[1 +

m(t)]n

-

1

= 2nDn(1/2 o-v77r ) - 1.

(11)

One can verify by differentiationof (11) that Omn/bn > 0, and, indeed,
in the limit of continuous perfect forecasting (i.e., as n-> oo),mn -? ?o*

That is, from (8), the percentagemanagementfor a fixed time period
approaches 100%of gross investment.t9Using (10) and (11), we complete the comparative statics analysis with tables 1 and 2 where the
magnitudesof the equilibriummanagementfees are presentedfor typical forecast intervals and market volatilities.
To furtherdevelop the returncharacteristicsassociated with market
timing, I shall returnto my earlieranalysis and comparethe patternof
returns from the perfect market-timingstrategy with the patterns
generatedby the "no-information"option strategiesused to derive the
equilibriummanagementfee. If the returnper dollarfrom a protective
put strategy with no forecastinginformationis denoted by Y(t), then
Y(t) = X(t)/[1 + g(t)],

(12)

where X(t) is the returnper dollarfrom perfect markettiminggiven in
(5). The difference in the expected return because the two strategies
can be written as
E[X(t)]

- E[Y(t)] = g(t)E[Y(t)]

(13)

19. This limitingmanagementfee of 100%is caused by the Brownianmotionassumption used by Black and Scholes, and it may not obtain for other processes.
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For even relatively long time intervals,E[Y(t)] 1 and g(t) << 1. For
example, if the forecast interval is 1 year and if the expected annual
rate of return on the protective put strategy is 15%, then E[Y(t)] =
1.15. Using the Black-Scholesformulawith a standarddeviationfor the
marketof 20%, the 1-year value for g(t) would be .08. If the forecast
intervalwere 1 month, then the correspondingvalues for E[Y(t)] and
g(t) would be 1.012 and .024, respectively. Hence, from (13), the
differences in the expected rates of returnwill be quite significant.In
the examples given, the perfect forcasting strategy for an annual
forecast will have an expected rate of returnof 24%, which is a 60%
increase over the 15%for the protective put strategy. For a monthly
forecast, the monthly expected rate of return will be 2.4%, which is
twice the 1.2%return expected for the protective put.
Whilethe significantlyhigherexpected returnfromthe perfecttiming
strategy is probably no surprise, the relative characteristics of the
higher moments of the two return distributionsmay be. If Mn(Z)denotes the nth central moment of the random variableZ, then, from
(12),
(14)
MntY(t)] = Mn1[X(t)]I[1+ g(t)]n.
Thus, all the highermomentsof the perfect timing strategyreturnsare
largerthan the correspondingmoments of the protective put strategy.
Hence, while one might have believed that the perfect market-timing
informationwould result in a significantlysmallerstandarddeviationof
returnthan the "no-information"protective put strategy, it does not,
and, in fact, its standarddeviation is higher.20However, to a close
approximation,the standarddeviationsof the two strategieswill be the
same. For example, if the monthlystandarddeviationof the protective
put strategy were 4%, then the monthly standard deviation of the
perfect timing strategy would be 4.1%. Indeed, to a reasonable approximation,Mn[Y(t)] ` Mn[X(t)]for n > 2. To furtherillustrate this
point, I simulatedthe returnexperience fromthe perfect market-timing
and protective put strategieswith a 1-monthforecast interval for the
period 1927-78. Summary statistics from these simulations are presented in table 3, where the New York Stock ExchangeIndex was used
for the market and 30-day Treasury bills were used for the riskless
asset.2'
20. Note that this higher standard deviation is fundamental in the sense that there is no
other strategy that the market timer could pursue which would lower the standard
deviation and not be suboptimal. For example, to reduce his standard deviation by
always holding some portion in the riskless security would mean that at those times when
y(t) = 1 he would be holding positive amounts of a dominated security which is never
optimal.
21. The put option premiums used in this simulation were computed using formula (10)
with o-(t) estimated for each month by the square root of the average of the squared
logarithmic returns on the market for the 12 previous months. The return data include
dividends. The reader may find it interesting to compare my perfect timing returns with
those reported in Sharpe (1975).
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TABLE 3

Summary Statistics for Monthly Rate of Return Simulations:
Perfect Market Timing versus Protective Put Strategy,
January 1927-December 1978

Per Month
Average rate of return
Average excess return
Standard deviation
Highest return
Lowest return
Average compound return
Coefficient of skewness
Average annual compound return
Growth of $1,000 (1927-78)

Market
Timer
2.58%
2.37%
3.82%
38.55%
-.06%
2.51%
4.28
34.65%
$5,362,212,000

Protective
Put*

NYSE
Stocks

.55%
.34%
3.55%
30.14%
-7.06%
.49%
2.84

.85%
.64%
5.89%
38.55%
-29.12%
.68%
.42

6.04%o
$21,400

8.47%
$67,527

* These returnsalso representthe simulatedreturnexperienceof the markettimer's fund after
deductingthe monthlymanagementfee. Thismonthlymanagementfee, whichis equalto the 1-month
put price, averaged2.02%for the simulationperiod.However,withinthis periodthe fee often varied
significantlyfromthis average.The lowest monthlyfee was 0.67%andthe highestwas 7.63%,withan
overallstandarddeviationof 1.20%.The largevariationsin the putpricethroughtimecausedthe time
series estimatesof the standarddeviationand coefficientof skewness for the protectiveput strategy
to differfrom the correspondingestimatesfor the market-timingstrategyby more than the singleperiod amountsderived in the text.

The preceding analysis was made under the assumption that borrowingto buy securities and selling short are not allowed. Of course, in
the real world, such margintransactionsare permitted,althoughthere
are limitswhich are set by the FederalReserve BoardunderRegulation
T. Although the equilibriummanagementfee will be affected by the
marginlimits, the basic analysisremainsunchangedas long as there are
limits.
Let ,u(o < A - 1) denote the marginrequirementset by the Federal
Reserve. Then, investors may borrow to buy securities up to A times
the value of the securities purchased. So, for example, if A = 0.50 (a
"50%" margin requirement),then for each dollar of securities purchased, the investor can borrow50 cents. Equivalently,for each dollar
the investor provides, he can purchaseup to $(1/,), or $2.00 worth of
securities.

The same margin requirementA also establishes the amount of
assurancemoney that must be posted as collateralfor short sales. For
each dollar of securities sold short, the investor must put up $, in
additionto the proceeds from the short sale. If A = 0.50, then for each
dollar sold short, the investor must post 50 cents in addition to the
dollarreceived from the sale. So, for each dollarthe investor provides,
he can sell short $(1/,), or $2.00 worth of securities.
Both institutions and individual investors are subject to the same
marginregulations.However, as noted earlier, investment companies
are frequently subject to furtherrestrictions on borrowingand short
selling. To take this into account in the analysis, let A' denote the
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Otherwise we maintain

the usual "frictionless" market assumptions that the (margin) borrowing rate to both individualinvestors and the fund are the same and
equal to the lending rate and that the interest earned on assurance
money and proceeds of short sales accrues to the short seller.
PROPOSITION11.5: If the fundis permittedto borrowto buy securities
with a marginrequirement,' but is prohibitedfrommakingshort sales,
then the equilibriumpercentagemanagementfee (per forecast interval)
is given by m(t) = c(t)l,' = g(t)l,u'.

The proof of proposition 11.5 goes as follows: If the market timer's
forecast is thatZM(t)> R(t), then, of course, the managerwill invest as
much of the fund's assets in the market as he is permittedto. Hence,
for ZM(t) > R(t), the returnper dollarof assets in the fundwill beR(t) +
[ZM(t) - R(t)]I,'. If his forecast is that ZM(t) - R(t), then because he

cannot sell short, he will invest all the fund's assets in the riskless bond
and the returnper dollar of assets in the fund will be R(t). Therefore,
fromthe viewpointof the outside investors, the randomvariablereturn
per dollar of assets in the fund can be written as
X(t) = max [R(t),R(t) + [ZM(t) - R(t)]I/']
= R(t) + max [O,ZM(t)- R(t)]/,u'.

(15)

Therefore, if the managementfee is m(t), the returnper dollar to the
outside investor's portfolio, Zp(t), can be written as
Zp(t)

=
=

X(t)I[1 + m(t)]
{R(t)+ max [O,ZM(t) - R(t)]I,u'}I[1 + m(t)].

(16)

Considerthe option-billsstrategywhere, for each dollarinvested in the
riskless asset, (ll,') call options on the marketwith exercise price per
shareR(t) are purchased.The returnper dollar from this strategy will
be{R(t) +max[O,ZM(t) -R(t)]/,'}I[1

+c(t)/,'],where,asbefore,c(t)

is the marketprice of the call option. By inspection of (16), the return
per dollar to the investor in the absence of managementfees will be
identical to the returnon this options-bills strategywhere the investor
pays nothing for the calls. Hence, by the same arguments used to
derive (7), the equilibriummanagementfee (as a percentageof assets)
As was shown earlier, c(t) = g(t). Hence, the
managementfee can also be expressed as g(t)l,'. Of course, if the
= 1 and the management fee
margin requirement is 100%, then , =
reduces to c(t) as given in (7).

will equal c(t)l,'.

PROPOSITION11.6: If the fund is permitted to both borrow to buy
securities and make short sales with a marginrequirement,', then the
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equilibriumpercentagemanagementfee (per forecast interval)is given
by m(t) = [c(t) + g(t)]l,l' = 2c(t)l,' = 2g(t)I'!.
The proof of proposition 11.6follows along the lines of the previous
proof. As before, if the manager'sforecast is thatZM(t) > R(t), then the
returnper dollarof assets in the fund will be R(t) + [ZM(t)- R(t)]I/'.
However, now if his forecast is that ZM(t) - R(t), the managerwill
short sell the market to the maximum permitted and the return per
dollar will therefore be R(t) + [R(t) - ZM(t)]I,A'. From the viewpoint of

an outside investor, the returnper dollar of assets in the fund is given
by
X(t) = max {R(t)

+ [ZM(t) -

R(1)]/,', R(t) + [R(t) - ZM(t)]1t'}

= R(t) + {max [O,ZM(t)- R(t)] +

max [O,R(t)

-

(17)

ZM(t)]}/L'.

Hence, if the managementfee is m(t), the return per dollar to the
outside investor's portfolio can be written as
p(t)

=

[R(t) + {max [O,ZM(t)- R(t)]
+ max [O,R(t)

-

ZM(t)]}II'1/[l

+

m(t)].

(18)

A straddle is a put and a call with the same exercise price and expiration date. Considerthe "straddle-bills"strategywhere, for each dollar
invested in the riskless asset, (ll,'), straddles on the market with
exercise price per shareR(t) are purchased.Since the marketprice of a
straddle equals c(t) + g(t), the return per dollar from this strategy
equalsX(t)/{1

+ [c(t) + g(t)]I'}.

Hence, by the same arguments used

to derive (7), the equilibriummanagement fee (as a percentage of
assets) will equal [c(t) + g(t)]l,'. Noting that c(t) = g(t), the proof of
proposition 11.6 is complete.
In summary,we have shownthat the returnsto a portfolioemploying
perfectmarkettimingare identicalto the returnsfromfollowingcertain
option-investmentstrategies. From this isomorphic relationship, the
equilibriummanagement fees (and, hence, the value of such macroforecastingskills) were determinedin terms of the marketprices for
options. Of course, the assumption that such perfect market-timing
forecasts can be made is totally unrealistic. Hence, beginning in the
next section, I shall examine the more interesting case where the
market timer's forecast can be wrong. However, the analysis of this
section will be helpful in providinginsights into the more realistic but
also more complicated analysis of imperfect macroforecasting.
III.

Heterogeneous Beliefs and Imperfect Forecasting

In this section, I shall generalizethe model of the previous section by
allowing for the possibility that investors have different information
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sets and that the markettimer's forecast may be wrong. At each point
in time t, let 4j(t) denote the jth information set, j = 1, 2, . . . , N.

Withoutloss of generality,we can associate a particularinvestor with
each informationset so that investorj forms his probabilityassessment
for the returnper dollaron the marketbetween t and t + 1 based upon
4j(t). Letf3(Z,t) denote the probabilitydensity function for the return
per dollaron the marketbased upon 4j(t). It is assumedthat forj = 1,
2, . . ., N, fj satisfies RationalExpectations relative to informationset
4j in the sense that the (ex post) path of marketreturns is consistent
with the (ex ante) density fj. Let qj(t) denote the probability, based
upon 4j(t), that the return on the market between t and t + 1 will be
less than or equal to the returnper dollar on the riskless asset, R(t).
Then
rRMt

qj(t) -f

fj(Z,t)dZ.

(19)

It is further assumed that, forj = 1, 2, . . . , N, 0 < qj(t) < 1, and so, for

every informationset, the returnon the market is uncertainand the
market neither dominates nor is dominatedby the riskless asset.
As in Section II, there is a markettimer who forecasts when stocks
will outperformbonds, ZM(t)> R(t), and when bonds will performat
least as well as stocks, ZM(t)- R(t). Unlike in Section II, the market
timer's forecast may be wrong. Let 0(t) be a randomvariablesuch that
0(t) = 1 if the forecast is correct and 0(t) = 0 if the forecast is incorrect.
Of course, to evaluate the forecast, investors must have some information about the distributionof 0(t). The informationmade available to
investors will dependupon the informationset of the forecasterand his
concern with protecting that informationas well as the information
available to investors from other sources.
For example, one might assume that the forecaster provides the
complete joint probability distribution,p[A(t),O(t)],where A(t) is a
random variable such that A(t) = 1 if ZM(t) > R(t) and A(t) = 0 if ZM(t)
S R(t). However, this assumptionimplies that the forecaster has an
unconditionalor priordistributionforA(t), given byp [A(t)] = p[A(t),0]
+ p [A(t),1], which he may not have. If he does have such a prior, and
priors are homogeneous (as in the previous section), then p [A(t),0(t)]
provides redundantinformationin the sense that the same information
is conveyed by the conditional probabilities {p [0(t) IA(t)]}. To see

this, note that p [A (t),0(t)] = p [0(t) I A (t)] p[A(t)] and, by the homogeneity assumption, all investors know that p [A(t)] = q(t) for A(t) = 0
and p[A(t)] = 1 - q(t) for A(t) = 1. If, as is assumed in this section,

priors are not homogeneous, then by making public p [A(t),0(t)], the
forecaster reveals his prior distributionp [A(t)]. Therefore, by providing the joint distribution,the forecaster gives away valuable information for free to those investors who believe that the forecaster's prior
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contains informationnot incorporatedin their own prior. And to those
investors who believe that the forecaster's priordoes not contain such
information,p [A(t),0(t)] provides no more informationthan the conditional probabilities{p [0(t) IA(t)]}. Hence, even when he has such a
probabilityassessment, it is not in the forecaster'seconomic interestto
reveal p [A(t),0(t)].
Having ruled out that the forecaster will provide the complete joint
probabilitydistribution,we are left to choose between the two conditional probability distributions, {p [A(t) I 0(t)]} and {p [0(t) |A(t)]}.
Given that investors have priorsaboutA(t) throughthe {f3}, a natural
choice would be the latter, {p [0(t) IA(t)]}. Of course, if investors were
assumed to have a prior distributionfor 0(t) instead, then the natural
choice would be the former. To provide {p[A(t) I 0(t)]} and {p[0(t)]}
would, of course, be equivalentto providingp [A(t), 0(t)] and, as will
be amply demonstrated, to provide (p [0(t)]} alone is not sufficient
informationfor investors to evaluate the forecast.
Therefore, it is assumed that investors are given the probability
function for 0(t) conditionalon the market returnZm(t) = Z, which I
write as
prob {0(t) = I I ZM(t) = Z} = pl(t) for 0 - Z
=P2(t)

for R(t)<Z<oo.

R(t)
(20)

By not havingpl(t) orp2(t) in (20) dependuponj, I am assumingthat
all investors, independentof their informationsets, agree on these conmination. In this section, I derive the equilibriumvalue of such foredo take into account the possibility that the accuracy of the forecast
may not be independentof the returnon the market.Thus, statements
such as, "He is a better forecaster in up-marketsthan he is in downmarkets," can be given precise and quantitativemeaningin this model.
Such a forecasterwould be characterizedas makingforecasts such that
p l(t) < P2(t). However, in keeping with the hypothesized structureof
the informationavailable to the forecaster, p (t) and p 2(t) are themselves assumed to be independentof Z. Therefore,while the probability of a correct forecast may depend upon whether or not the returnon
the marketexceeds the returnon bonds, it does not otherwise depend
upon the magnitudeof the market's return.
If, as in the previous analysis, y(t) = 1 if the forecast at time t is ZM(t)
> R(t) and y(t) = 0 if the forecast is that ZM(t) - R(t), then from (20),
the probabilitiesfor y(t) conditional upon the realized return on the
market can be written as

p l(t)

prob {y(t)

=

0 ZM(t) < R(t)}

=

prob {y(t)

=

1 ZM(t) S R(t)}

= 1-

(21a)
p l(t)
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and
prob {y(t) = 0 ZM(t) > R(t)}

=

1 - p2(t)

prob {y(t) = 1 ZM(t) > R(t)}

=

P2(t)-

(21b)

Therefore, based upon informationset j, we have from (19) and (20)
that, fromthe viewpoint of investorj, the unconditionalprobabilityof a
correct forecast by the market timer, p'(t), can be written as
prob {0(t) = 1 I j(t)}

pi(t)

= qj(t)pl(t) + [1 - qj(t)]p2(t).

(22)

Note from (22) that, in general, the probabilityof a correct forecast will
depend on the investor's informationset, and only in the special case
when the accuracy of the forecast is independentof the returnon the
market-that is, p l(t) = p 2(t) p (t)-is the probabilityof a correct
forecast, pi(t) = p (t), independent of j.

From (21a) and (21b), the unconditionalprobabilitiesfor the forecast
variable y(t) can be written from the viewpoint of investorj as
prob {y(t) = 0 |

1t)} =j(t)
= qj(t)p l(t) + [1

prob {y(t) = 1 |pt)}

-

qj(t)] [I

-

p2(t)]

= 1 - 63(t)
= qj(t)[1

-

(23)
pl(t)]

+ [1

-

qj(t)]p2(t).

As in Section II, I callfj(Z, t) the priordistributionof the returnon the
market for investorj. Based upon this prior, we define the posterior
distributionfor investorj, f*(Z, t I y), to be the probabilitydensity for
the returnon the marketconditionalupon the forecast y(t) = y. Under
the hypothesized informationstructure,we have from (23) thatf* can
be written as
y)II -p1(t)]

P*(Z' t I Y)

+ (1 - Y)p1(t)}f,(Z,

I-63(t)

8(

for 0 - Z
=

YP2(t)

+

R(t)

(1 - Y)6I(P 2(t)] }fj(Z

for R(t)<Z

t),

t),

(24)

< oo.

The distributionthat investorj would use if, in additionto j(t), he had
the markettimer's forecast isf>*. Of course, it will be the differences
betweenfj andfj*which will account for investorj's willingness to pay
for the forecast information.The distributionused by the markettimer
for his personal investment decisions if the informationavailable to
him, other than his forecast, were informationset j(t) would also be
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representedby ft. Note that for perfectly correct forecasts-that is,
p l(t) = p 2(t) = 1-(24) simply reduces to (2) in Section II.
Because the value of the markettimer's forecasts will depend upon
how those forecasts modify investors' prior distributions,I shall now
analyze in detail the differencesbetween the priorand posteriordistributions.
While to this point, no restrictions have been imposed upon the
conditionalprobabilitiesp l(t) andp 2(t), it seems reasonableto require
that they be such that the forecasts are rational.A forecast is said to be
rational if, given the forecast, no investorwould modify his priorin the
opposite direction of the forecast. Specifically, investorj's priors are
that bonds will outperformstocks with probabilityqj(t) and that stocks
will outperform bonds with probability 1 - qj(t). After receiving the
markettimer's forecast y(t) = y, investorj's revised probabilitiesfor
the two events will be q*(t ;y) and 1 - q:*(t;y), respectively, where
rRMt

qj*(t;y)-

f(f*(z,t

y)dZ.

Therefore,the forecasts will be rationalif, for every investorj, ql*(t;0)
? qj(t) and q*(t; 1) S qj(t).
A necessary and sufficientcondition for a marPROPOSITION 111.1L:
ket timer's forecasts to be rational is that p 1(t) + p 2(t) ? 1.
The proof is as follows: From (24), q*(t; 0) - qj(t) if and only if p l(t)

6j(t), and ql*(t; 1) - qj(t) if and only if p l(t) - 6j(t). So, a necessary and

sufficientcondition for the forecasts to be rationalis thatp l(t)

63(t)
M
[1 qj(t)][ I - p2(t)]. But, 0 <qj(t) < 1 for all informationsets 4j(t),j = 1, 2,
... . N. Hence, p 1: 6j(t) if and only if p l(t) + P 2(t) ? 1. However, the
condition that p l(t) + p 2(t) ? 1 is independentofj and is therefore a
ncessary and sufficient condition for all j's.
An immediate corollary to proposition 111.1is that if a forecast is
irrational (i.e., not rational)then, given the forecast, every investor
would modify his prior in the opposite direction of the forecast. One
should not infer that an irrationalforecast has no value. A forecaster
who is always wrong is as valuableas one who is always rightprovided
that this "bias" is known by those acting on the forecast. Indeed, the
opposite or contrary forecast to an irrational forecast is always
rational. To see this, note that the contrary forecast's conditional
probabilities of success satisfy p '(t) = 1 - p l(t) and p 2(t) = 1 - p 2(t).
So, if p l(t) + p2(t) < 1, thenpl(t) + p'(t) > 1. Hence, with no loss of
generality, it is assumed throughoutthe rest of the analysis that forecasts are rational and therefore that p l(t) + p 2(t) > 1.
As mentionedearlier, for the markettimer's forecast to be of value
to investorj, it must provideinformationwhich would modify his prior
for everyj. From (23), p l(t) - 6j(t) if and only if [1 - qj(t)]p l(t)

>
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distributionfor the returnon the market.Therefore,iff* = fj, then the
market timer's forecast will have no value to investorj.
PROPOSITION111.2:If the conditionalprobabilitiesfor a correct fore-

cast given in (20) are such thatp l(t) + p 2(t) = 1, then the market timer's

forecast will have no value to any investor and hence the value of the
forecast informationis zero.
The proof of proposition 111.2is as follows: Ifp l(t) + p 2(t) = 1, then by
substitution in (23), we have that 6j(t) = p l(t) = 1 - p 2(t) and that 1 8A(t)= 1 - p l(t) = p 2(t). Moreover, this value of 6j(t) is the same for
every investorj (j = 1, . . . , N). Substituting for 6j(t) in (24), we have
that f*(Z, t I y) = fj(Z, t) for every value of y and for all j. Thus,

independentof the forecast given, each investor's posterior distribution will be equalto his priordistribution.Therefore,forp l(t) + p 2(t) =
1, the markettimer'sforecast will have no value to any investor andthe
value of the forecast informationis zero.
PROPOSITION111.3:A necessary condition for a rationalforecast to
have a positive value is that the conditionalprobabilitiesgiven in (20)
satisfy p l(t) + P 2(t) > 1.

The proof follows immediatelyfrom proposition 111.1 and proposition
111.2.Whileit has only been shown thatp1(t) + p2(t) > 1 is a necessary
condition for a rational forecast to have positive value, it is also a
sufficientcondition, as will be shown later in Section IV. Indeed, the
largeris p l(t) + p 2(t), the more valuable is the forecast information.
Proposition 111.2can also be used to confirm the common-sense
result that if the markettimer's forecasts are random,then the value of
such forecasts is zero.
PROPOSITIONIII.4: If the forecast variableis distributedindependent
of the return on the market, then the value of the forecast is zero.

By hypothesis, y(t) is distributed independent of ZM(t). Therefore, p l(t)
1
-prob {y(t) = 0 | ZM(t) S R(t)} = prob {y(t) = 0 | ZM(t) > R(t)}
- p2(t). Hence, p1(t) + p2(t) = 1, and, by proposition111.2,the forecast

has zero value.
So, if forecasts are formed by simply flippinga (not necessarily fair)
coin where -qis the probabilitythat the forecast will be -y(t)= 0 and 1 -qis the probability that the forecast will be -y(t) = 1, then p l(t) = -qand
p2(t) = 1 - -q, and therefore such forecasts will have zero value.
Includedas a special case of this type of forecast is to always forecast
that ZM(t) - R(t)-that is, y(t) = 0, p l(t) = -q = 1, and p 2(t) = 0-or to
always forecast that ZM(t) > R(t)-that is, y(t) = 1, p l(t) = = 0, and
p 2(t) = 1. Like a stopped clock, such a forecast will sometimes be

correct, but it never has any value.
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Having established that completely random forecasts have zero
value, I shall now go to the other extreme and show that completely
predictableforecasts also have zero value.
PROPOSITION
111.5: If the forecast variable is itself perfectly fore-

castable by investorj, then the value of the forecast to investorj is
zero.
Suppose investorj uses his informationset fj to predict the market
timer's forecast, y(t). Let yj(t) denote this forecast. By hypothesis,
investor j's prediction is always correct-that is, ryj(t)= -y(t)-and
therefore,p1(t) =prob {y(t) = 0 | ZM(t) -R(t)} = 1 - yj(t) andp2(t) =
prob {y(t) = 1 I ZM(t) >R(t)} = yj(t). Hence,p1(t) +p2(t) = 1 and, by
proposition 111.2,the value of the forecast is zero.
Like proposition111.4,proposition111.5is a commonsense result. If
investorj can always predict the markettimer's forecast, then all the
informationused by the markettimer must be containedin fj. Since all
the informationin fj relevantto the returnon the marketis capturedby
fj, investorj should neither revise his prior in response to the market
timer's forecast nor pay for the forecast.
In (20), I assumedthatp l(t) andp 2(t) were the same for all investors.
Hence, the hypothesized conditions of proposition 111.5will not be
consistent with (20) unless all investors can perfectly forecast y(t).
These conditionswould be consistent with a more generalmodel where
the conditional probabilitiesp l(t) and p 2(t) are different for different
investors. Since the effect of such a generalizationon all the results
obtainedis discussed at the end of this section, I shall say no more here
except to point out one importantcase where the conditions of proposition 111.5and (20) are consistent. As in Section II, let +(t) denote the
set of informationavailable to all investors (i.e., the "public information set").
PROPOSITION
111.6: If the market timer's forecasts are based solely

upon public information,then the value of the forecast is zero.
By its definition,
N

+(t)

=

An cj,

and therefore, 4(t)E4j. By hypothesis, the markettimer's forecasts are
based solely on informationcontained in +(t). Hence, each investor]
can use +(t), which is contained in 4j, to predict correctly the market
timer's forecast y(t). Therefore, by proposition111.5,the value of the
forecast to each investor is zero.
The conclusions of propositions111.4,111.5,and 111.6that investors
will not pay for randomforecasts or for forecasts based upon informa-
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tion they alreadyhave are hardlycounterintuitive.Indeed, because any
sensible model should produce these results, proof of these propositions serves as a check on the validity of the model presented here.
However, the model does produce other results which may not be so
intuitive. For example, the following three propositions point out the
"pitfalls" in relying on the probabilityof a correct forecast as even a
qualitative measure of the value of a forecast.
PROPOSITION111.7:The unconditionalprobabilityof a correct forecast, pi(t), being greaterthan .5 is neither a necessary nor a sufficient
condition for the forecast to have a positive value.

To prove that it is not necessary, it is merely necessary to show that it
is possible forp l(t) + p 2(t)> 1 and forp'(t) - 0.5. Suppose thatqj(t) =
0.7, p1(t) = 0.4, andp2(t) = 0.7; p1(t) + p2(t) = 1.1 > 1 and, from (22),
pi(t) = 0.49 - 0.5. To prove that it is not sufficient,it can be shown that
it is possible forp l(t) + p 2(t) = 1 and forp'(t) > 0.5. Suppose that qj(t)
= 0.7 and a "stopped clock" forecast where pl(t) = 1 andp2(t) = 0.
Then, pl(t) + p2(t) = 1 and, from (22), p'(t) = qj(t) = 0.7 > 0.5.
Letpi(t) denote the unconditionalprobabilityof a correctforecast by
market timer I from the viewpoint of investorj and let pi (t) be the
correspondingprobabilityof a correct forecast by market timer II.
PROPOSITION 111.8:
pi(t) > p1i(t) is neithera necessary nor a sufficient
condition for the forecast by markettimer I to be more valuable than
the forecast by market timer II.

To prove that it is not necessary, I show that it is possible for pi(t)
<pI(t); pI(t) + pI(t) > 1; and pII(t) + pII(t) = 1. As in the proof of
proposition 111.7, suppose that qj(t) = .7;pI(t) = 0.4;pI(t) = 0.7;pII(t)
= 1;p 2I(t) = 0. Then, p (t) = 0.49 < p j(t) = 0.7, butpI(t) + pI(t) = 1.1
> pII(t) + pII(t) = 1. To prove that it is not sufficient, one need only

interchangeI with II in the proof that it is not necessary.
Suppose that investorj makes his own forecast based upon his prior
probabilityassessment for the returnon the marketfj. If yj(t) denotes
investorj's forecast variable, then his forecast will be yj(t) = 0 when
qj(t) > 1 - qj(t) and yj(t) = 1 when qj(t) < 1 - qj(t). From the
viewpoint of that investor, the unconditionalprobability of his own
forecast being correct is equal to max [qj(t), 1 - qj(t)].
PROPOSITION111.9:pj(t) : max [qj(t), 1 - qj(t)] is a necessary but
not a sufficientcondition for the markettimer's forecast to have zero
value.
Necessity can be proven by showing thatpi(t) > max [qj(t), 1 - qj(t)]
implies thatp l(t) + p 2(t) > 1. From (22), p l(t)qj(t) + p 2(t) [ -qj(t)] >
max [qj(t), 1 - qj(t)]. Therefore, [p l(t) + p2(t)] max [qj(t), 1-qj(t)] >
max [qj(t), 1 - qj(t)]. Hence, p l(t) + P 2(t)> 1. To prove that it is not a
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sufficientcondition, we simply show that it is possible forp3(t) < max
[qj(t), 1 - qj(t)] and for p l(t) + p 2(t) > 1. As in the previous proofs,
suppose that qj(t) = 0.7, p l(t) = 0.4, andp2(t) = 0.7. Then, pi(t) = 0.49
< max [qj(t), 1 - qj(t)] = 0.7 and pl(t) + p2(t) = 1.1 > 1.

Thus, even if the probabilityof a correctforecast by the markettimer
is less than the probabilityof a correct forecast by investorj using only
his prior, one cannot conclude that the value of the market timer's
forecast to investorj is zero.
As propositions 111.7,111.8,and 111.9amply demonstrate, the frequency with which the markettimer'sforecasts are correctis in general
a very poor statistic for evaluatingthe forecasts, and this is the case
even when investors' beliefs are homogeneous. Using propositions
111.2and 111.3,one mightsummarizeby saying, "It is not so much how
often the market timer is correct, but when he is correct that determines the value of his forecasts." However, there is one special case
when the probabilityof a correct forecast is a sufficient statistic for
value.
PROPOSITION 111.10: If the probabilityof a correct forecast is independentof the returnon the market,thenp3(t) = 0.5 is a necessary and
sufficient condition for the forecast to have zero value.

By hypothesis, we have from (20) thatp l(t) = p 2(t) p (t). Substituting
into (22), we have thatpi(t) = p(t), independentofj. Therefore,pi(t) =
0.5 implies thatp1(t) + p2(t) = 2p(t) = 1. Hence, by proposition111.2,
the forecast has zero value. Under the hypothesizedcondition,pi(t) <
0.5 implies that2p (t) = p1(t) + p2(t) < 1 and thereforethat the forecast
is irrationalby proposition111.1. However, as discussed earlier, such a
forecast has positive value because the contrary forecast which is
rationalwill satisfy p (t) + p2(t) > 1. Under the hypothesized condition, pi(t) > 0.5 impliesthat 2p(t) = p l(t) + p 2(t) > 1 and thereforethat
the forecast has positive value.
Although the probabilityof a correct forecast is not a reliable indicator of the value of a forecast, it can be used to determine the
conditions underwhich investorj will "agree" with the markettimer's
forecast. Investorj is said "to agree with the markettimer's forecast"
if, havingreceived the markettimer'sforecast, investorj's own forecast
based upon his posterior probability assessment is the same as the
market timer's forecast.
From (24), conditional on y(t) = y, we have that
q (t; y)

= {

'y[1

p1(;)]

+ (1 - Y)pX(t) j q"'

(25)

If yj*(t) denotes investorj' s forecast variablebased upon his posterior,
then, conditionalon y(t) = y, his forecast will be such that yj*(t) = 0
when q* (t; y) > 0.5 and )j (t) = 1 when qj*(t; y) < 0.5. Thus, investorj
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will agree with the market timer's forecast if yj*(t) = y where any
indeterminacyis resolved by defining y*(t) = y in the singularcase
qic(t;

y) = 0.5. Therefore, for investorj to always agree with the market

timer's forecast, q*(t; y) must satisfy qj*(t;0) - 0.5 and q*(t; 1) - 0.5.

PROPOSITION11.11: A necessary and sufficientcondition for investorj to agreewith the markettimer'sforecast, y, is thatpi(t) -yqj(t)+
(1 - y)[l - qj(t)].
Investorj will agree with the forecast y = 0 if and only if q (t; 0) - 0.5.
From (23) and (25), qj*(t;0) : 0.5 if and only if p,qj(t) [1- qj(t)][l p2(t)] or, equivalentlyfrom (22), if and only if p3(t) ? [1 - qj(t)]. This
proves the propositionfor y = 0. Investorj will agree with the forecast
y = 1 if and only if qj*(t;1) - 0.5. Again, from (23) and (25), qj*(t;1) S
[1 - qj(t)]p2(t) or, equivalently from
0.5 if and only if qj(t)[1 - p,(t)]
(22), if and only if p3(t) - qj(t). This proves the propositionfor y = 1.
It follows immediatelyfrom proposition III.11 that investor] will
always agree with the markettimer's forecast if and only if pj(t) : max
[qj(t), 1 - qj(t)]. It also follows that investorj will always disagreewith
the markettimer's forecast only if p3(t) < min [qj(t), 1 - qj(t)]. However, this possibility is not consistent with the markettimer's forecast
being rational.
PROPOSITION111.12:If investorj always disagrees with the market
timer's forecast, then the market timer's is irrationaland investorj
would always agree with the contrary forecast.

From (22), p'(t) < min [qj(t), 1 - qj(t)] if and only if p l(t) + p 2(t) < 1.
Hence, fromproposition111.1, the markettimer's forecast is irrational.
The unconditionalprobabilityof the contraryforecast beingcorrect is 1
- pi(t). But p3(t) < min [qj(t), 1 - qj(t)] implies that 1 - pi(t) > max
[qj(t), 1 - qj(t)]. Therefore, by proposition 111.1, investorj would
always agree with the contrary forecast.
In summary,the behaviorof investorj towardrationalforecasts is to
always agree with the market timer's forecast if the unconditional
probabilityof a correct forecast by the markettimer is at least as large
as the probabilityof a correct forecast by investorj using his prior
distribution.If this conditionis not satisfied,then the posteriorforecast
of investorj, -yj*(t),will always agreewith his own priorforecast, yj(t).
Because the agreement of investorj's posterior forecast with the
markettimer's forecast depends only upon the conditionalprobability
of a correct forecast, it is clear from propositions111.7,111.8,and 111.9
that disagreementdoes not imply that investorj should disregardthe
market timer's forecast. And such disagreement certainly does not
imply that the markettimer's forecast is irrational.Indeed, if one were
to define a "rationalforecast" as one where every investor's posterior
forecast agrees with the markettimer's forecast, then virtuallythe only
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forecast to satisfy this definitionwould be one that is always correct,
that is, pQ(t) = p2(t)

=

1. To see this, note that such a "rational"

forecast must satisfy bothp 1(t)/[I- p 2(t)] ? m4x {[I1- qj(t)]/qj(t)} and
P 2(t)1

- p 1(t)] > max {qj(t)/[1

- qj(t)]}.

Hence, with this definition for

a rational forecast, virtually all forecasts (including valuable ones)
would be "irrational."
To further underscore the difference between "agreement" and
"rationality"(as I define it), consider a forecast with p l(t) + p 2(t) > 1
and with an unconditionalprobabilityof being correct, pi(t), which is
less than 0.5 for every investorj. From proposition111.7,it is possible
for a forecast to have both these properties.Becausep'(t) < 0.5 - max
[qj(t), 1 - qj(t)] for every investorj, no investor will always agree with
the markettimer's forecast. Yet, from proposition111.1, this forecast is
rational,and indeed, becausep l(t) + p 2(t) > 1, it has a positive value.
Propositions 111.7,111.8,and 111.9made apparentthe pitfalls in using
the unconditionalprobabilityof a correctforecast as an indicatorof the
forecast's value. This example shows that it is not a reliable indicator
of when a forecast is rational. The contrary forecast to the market
timer's forecast has an unconditionalprobabilityof being correct equal
to 1 - pi(t), and in this example all investors would agree that 1 - pi(t)
> 0.5. However, this contrary forecast is irrational because p l(t) +
P2(t) > 1 implies that p'1(t) + pQ(t) 1 - P1(t) + 1 - P 2(t) < 1.

To conclude this section, I shall briefly discuss the effect on the
derived results of introducinga more general model where the conditional probabilitiesgiven in (20) are differentfor differentinvestors. As
the readercan verify by substitutingp i(t)forp1(t) andpi(t) forp2(t) in
the derivations, there are two basic changes. (1) It is now possible for
some investors to view a forecast as having zero value, pi'(t) + pj2(t) =
1, while other investors see it as having positive value, pil(t) + pj2(t) >
1. (2) My definitionof a "rationalforecast" loses much of its meaning
because it is now possible for some investors to view a forecast as

rational, p i(t) + p i(t) - 1, while others view it as irrational, p (t) +
p2i(t) < 1. Otherwise the propositions as derived remain intact.

Havingestablishedthe conditions underwhich a forecast will have a
positive value, I shall now proceed to determinethe magnitudeof that
positive value.
IV. EquilibriumManagementFees and the Value of Market Timing
In the last section, the conditions were established under which a
market timer's forecast would or would not have a positive value. It
was shown there that the conditionalprobabilitiesof a correctforecast,
p l(t) andp 2(t), were sufficientstatistics to make that qualitativedetermination. In this section, I derive the equilibriumvalue of such forecasts and show thatp l(t) andp 2(t) are also sufficientstatistics to make
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this quantitativedetermination.Along the lines of the analysis in Section II, I derive the equilibriumvalue by showing a correspondence
between the returnsfrom a portfoliomanagedby the markettimer and
the returns from certain option investment strategies.
As in Section II, the markettimer manages an investment company
or mutualfund which invests in the marketand riskless bonds according to the following strategy:At date t, if his forecast is that bonds will
outperformstocks-that is, y(t) = 0-then he will allocate 100 'rl(t)%
of the fund's assets to the market and 100 [1 - 'rl(t)]%of the fund's
assets to bonds. If his forecast is that stocks will out perform
bonds-that is, y(t) = 1-then he will allocate 100-r2(t)%to the market
and 100 [1 - 2(t)]%to bonds. It is assumed that the distributionof his
forecasts satisfies (20) and that these conditional probabilities along
with 7)l(t) and 2(t) are made known to outside investors. It is further
assumed that the markettimer's forecasts are rational,that is, p l(t) +
p 2(t) : 1, and that he acts rationallyon his forecasts, that is, 'r)2(t)>
7)l(t). As in the previous section, investors have differentinformation
sets and hence can have heterogeneous probabilitybeliefs about the
return on the market.
As before, 0(t) is a randomvariablesuch that 0(t) = 1 if the forecast
is correct and 0(t) = 0 if the forecast is wrong. Along the lines of (5) of
Section II, the returnper dollaron the assets of the fund, X(t), can be
written as
X(t)

= [N2(t)

-

(t)

for 0
-

[l(t)

-

0(t)(t)][ZM(t)
< ZM(t) - R(t)

+ 0(t)A(t)][Zm(t)

-

-

R(t)] + R(t)

R(t)] + R(t)

(26)

for R(t) < Zm(t) < oo,
where A(t)=-

-2(t)

- 7l(t) > 0 and the conditional distribution for 0(t)

is given by (20). From (26), the returnper dollar to an investor in the
fund, Zp(t), can be written as
Zp(t) = X(t)/[1 + m(t)],

(27)

where m(t) is the managementfee expressed as a fractionof assets held
by the fund.
As in Section II, I assume for convenience that one share of the
marketportfoliohas a currentprice of $1 and, as before, let g (t) denote
the price of a one-(forecast) period put option on one share of the
market porfolio with an exercise price of R(t).
I begin my analysis by constructing a specific options-investment
portfolio whose returns will be compared with those of the market
timer's fund. The specific portfolio strategy is as follows: For each
dollar invested in the portfolio, allocate the fractions col(t) L-ql(t)+
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p2(t) A(t)]/[1 + m(t)] to the market,co2(t) g(t)[p l(t) + p 2(t) - 1] l(t)/1I
- C1(t) 2(t) to
+ m(t)] to put options on the market, and 03(t)
riskless bonds. The return per dollar on this portfolio, Z8(t), can be

written as
Z8(t) = oJ1(t)ZM(t) +

O2(t){max[0,R(t)

+ cO3(t)R(t).(28)

ZM(t)]}/g(t)

-

Substitutingfor the portfolio weights, (28) can be rewritten as
ZS(t)

=

[{71(t) + [1

pl(t)]A(t)}[ZM(t)

-

-

R(t)]

+ [1 + m(t) - X(t)A(t)XR(t)]/[l + m(t)]
for 0 - ZM(t) - R(t)
-

{Ll(t)

+ p2(t)A(t)][ZM(t)

+ [1 + m(t)

R(t)]

X(t)A(t)]R(t)}/[1 + m(t)]

-

for R(t)

-

(29)

< Zm(t) < oo,

where X(t) g(t)[pl(t) + p2(t) - 1].
If U(t) Zp(t) - Zs(t), then from (26), (27), and (29), we have that
U(t) = {[pl(t)

-

0(t)] A(t)[Zm(t)

+ [X(t)tA(t)

-

-

m(t)IR(t)}I[1

R(t)]
+ m(t)]

for 0 - ZM(t) S R(t)
= {r8(t)

-

p2(t)]

+ [X(t) A(t)

-

A(t)[ZM(t)

m(t)1R(t)}I[1

(30)
-

R(t)]
+ m(t)]

for R(t) < ZM(t) < oo.

Define the expectation operator,Ej, such that for any randomvariable Y(t), Ej[Y(t)] means "the expected value of the randomvariable
Y(t) based upon the informationset 4j(t)." Conditionalupon ZM(t) =
Z, we have from (20) that investorj's conditional expectation of 0(t)
can be written as
Ej[0(t) IZM(t) = Z] = p l(t)

for

0 - Z - R(t)

(31)
=P2(t) for R(t) < Z < x.
Becausep l(t) andp2(t) do not dependuponj, we have from (31) that all
investors agree on the conditional expectation of 0(t).
It follows from (30) and (31) that for investor j, the conditional
expectation of U(t) will satisfy
Ej[U(t) JZM(t)= Z]

=

[X(t)A(t)

-

a(t)

-

m(t)IR(t)/[l + m(t)]
(32)

for all Z. Because X(t), A(t), m(t), and R(t) do not depend uponj, it
follows that all investors agree on the conditionalexpectation of U(t).
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From (32), the unconditionalexpectation of U(t) from the viewpoint of
investorj can be written as
Ej[U(t)]

Ej[U(t) I ZM(t) = ZM(t) = Z]fj(Z,t)dZ

L

(33)
=

|xa(t)fj(Z,t)dZ.

Because X(t), A(t), R(t), and m(t) do not depend on Z, a(t) does not

depend upon Z, and we have from (33) that
Ej[U(t)] = Ej[U(t) IZm(t) = Z]
= a(t)

(34)

independentof the informationset fj. Therefore, all investors agree
that the expected value of U(t), conditional on the return on the
market, is equal to its unconditional expected value and that this
common value is a(t).

Because all investors agree on a(t), we can unambiguouslydefinethe
random variable

U(t) - a(t). From (30) and (34),

E(t)

E(t)

can be

expressed as
e(t)

- R(t)]I[l + m(t)]
= [pl(t) - 0()]A()[Zm{t)
for 0 - ZM(t) - R(t)
= [0(t)

-

p2(t)] A(t)[ZM(t) - R(t)]/[l + m(t)]

(35)

for R(t) < ZM(t) < oo.

(Note that for ZM[t] = R[t], E[t] = 0. Otherwise, E[t] < 0 if 0[t] = 0 and
E[t] > 0 if 0[t] = 1. Furtherimportantpropertiesof E[t]are summarized
in the following proposition.)
PROPOSITIONIV.I: If E(t) is a randomvariablegiven by (35), then for
each investorj,j = 1, . . . , N, (A)Ej[E(t)] = 0; (B)Ej[E(t) IZM(t) = Z] = 0
for all Z; (C) E[E(t) I Z(t) = Z] = 0 for all Z; (D) E(t) is uncorrelated

with both ZM(t) and Z,(t).
From (34), Ej[U(t)] = a(t), j = 1, . . ., N. E(t)
U(t) - a(t), and
therefore, Ej[E(t)] = 0, j = 1, . . ., N. From (34), Ej[U(t)] =
Ej[U(t) IZm(t) = Z] for all Z andj = 1,... , N. Therefore,Ej[E(t) IZM(t)
= Z] = Ej[U(t) IZM(t) = Z] - Ej[U(t)] = 0 forj = 1, . .. , N which

proves (B). From (29), Z,(t) is a function of the randomvariableZM(t)
only. Hence, Ej[E(t) IZM(t) = Z] = Ej[E(t)] for all Z implies that
Ej[E(t) j Zs(t) = Z] = Ej[E(t)] for all Z. Hence, A and B implies C,
and D follows immediatelyfrom B and C.
In summary, we have that
Zp(t) = Z8(t) + a(t) +

E(t)

(36)
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where all investors agree on the value of a(t) and on the properties of
E(t) given in proposition IV.1. In the terminology of Rothschild and
Stiglitz (1970), E(t) is "noise" relative to the portfolio return Z,(t).
Hence, the stochastic component of the return on the market timer's
fund is equal to the stochastic component of ZS(t) plus noise where, by
inspection of (35), the source of this noise is the error in the market
timer's forecast. Indeed if, as in Section II, the market timer were a
perfect forecaster, then pQ(t) = p2(t) = 0(t) = 1, and E(t)
0.
In the case when the market timer is a perfect forecaster, the equilibrium management fee can be determined immediately from (36) with no
further assumptions. Because E(t)
0, a(t) must equal zero. Otherwise, the market timer's fund will either dominate or be dominated by
the portfolio with return Zs(t), which would violate a necessary condition for equilibrium. Therefore, from (32), the equilibrium management
fee must satisfy m(t) = X(t) (t). Depending upon the leverage position
A(t) adopted by the fund, this formula corresponds exactly to the ones
given by (7), proposition 11.5, and proposition 11.6 in Section II.
Unfortunately, for imperfect forecasting-that
is, E(t) A 0-(36)

alone is not sufficientto determinethe equilibriumfee. However, we
can derive the equilibriumfee for the case where all the risk associated
with E(t) is diversifiableor nonsystematicrisk. This case is particularly
relevantbecause we have assumedthroughoutthe paperthatthe trades
made by the markettimer for the fund do not affect marketprices. For
such informationtrades to have a negligibleeffect on prices, the value
of securities held by the fund would have to be a very smallfractionof
the total value of all securities outstanding.However, it will be shown
that underthis condition, virtuallyall the risk associated with E(t) will
be diversifiable.Thus, the equilibriumfee derived under the assumption that all the risk of E(t) is diversifiablewill be a close approximation
to the "true" equilibriummanagementfee.
In the well-known Sharpe-Lintner-MossinCapital Asset Pricing
Model, the nondiversifiableor systematicrisk of a security is measured
by its "beta." Suppose that there are n risky securities in additionto
the riskless security and let Xi(t) denote the return per dollar on
security i between t and t + 1, for i = 1, 2, . . . , n. Then, the beta of

security i relative to informationset 4j is given by
fjQ(t)

covy [Xi(t),ZM(t)]/covj [ZM(t),ZM(t)],

(37)

where covj [, ] is the covariance operatorbased upon informationset
Oi(t).
PROPOSITIONIV.2:

If, in equilibrium,securities are priced so as to

satisfy the Security Market Line, Ej[Xi(t)] - R(t) = ji(t)[Ej[ZM(t)] R(t)], for all securities i, i = 1, . . . , n and all information sets fj,j = 1,

. . ., N, then the equilibriummanagementfee is given by m(t)
X(tA(t) = [pl(t) + p2(t)-

1]g(t)A(t).

=
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From (36), covy [Zp(t), ZM(t)] = coVy [IZ(t), ZM(t)] + coVj [E(t), ZM(t)].
FrompropositionIV. 1, all investors agreethat covj[E(t), ZM(t)] = 0,j =
1, ... , N. Hence, 3pj(t)= fl(t), i = 1,.. , N. Therefore,Ej[Zp(t)] =
Ej[Zs(t)],j = 1,... , N. But, from (36), this implies that in equilibrium
a(t) = 0. Hence, from (32), the equilibriummanagementfee must
satisfy m(t) = X(t)A(t).

As is well known, ratherspecific assumptionsabout either investors'
preferences or the probabilitydistributionsof returnsare requiredfor
the hypothesized conditions of propositionIV.2 to obtain, and for the
same reasons, beta is a rather specialized measure of systematic risk.
However, using a more general measure of systematic risk developed
in Merton(in press), the conclusion of propositionIV.2 can be shown
to obtain under much weaker hypothesized conditions.
Let qjj(t)denote the set of efficient portfolios relative to information
set +j(t) where a portfoliowith returnper dollarZe(t) will be a member
of qjj(t)if there exists an increasing, strictly concave function V whose
first derivative satisfies Ej{V'[Z{,(t)][X(t) - R(t)]} = 0 for i = 1, . . ., n.
Thus, qj(t) is the set of all feasible portfolioswhich mightbe chosen as
an optimal portfolio by a risk-averse, expected-utility-maximizinginvestor who bases his decisions upon informationset 4j(t). For any
security or portfoliok with returnZk(t) and any portfolio contained in
ifj(t) with return Ze(t), we define the systematic risk of security k
relative to this efficient portfolio, bj t), by
bk(t)

(38)

coVy {Y[Zje(t)], Z(t)}',

where
Yj[Zj(t)] ={V'[Zj(t)]

-

EjV'[Ej(t)]}Icovj {V'[Z&(t)], ZJ(t)}.

As is proved in Merton (in press, theorem 111.1),a necessary condition for equilibriumis that
E [Zk (t )] -R(tR) = bj(t){Ej[Zj(t)]

-

R(t)}

(39)

for] = 1,.. , N. Hence, bjk(t) and equation (39) play the same role in
the general expected utility model that beta and the Security Market
Line play in the Capital Asset Pricing model.
1, . , N,
IV.3: If for each information set 4j(t), j = .I
exists
there
some portfolio contained in ijf(t) whose return Z%e(t)
satisfies the conditionEj[E(t) I4e(t) = Z] = 0 for all values Z, then the
PROPOSITION

equilibriummanagementfee is given by m(t) = X(t)A(t).

From (36), covj {Yj[Ze(t)], Zp(t)} = covj {Yj[Ze(t)],
+
Z,(t)} = covy
=
E(t)}.
E(t)}
Ej{Yj[ZjZ(t)]E(t)} Ej{ Y
Covj {Yj[Zi(t)],
{Yj[Zj(t)],
=
Z]}.
But, by hypothesis, Ej[E(t) IZj(t) = Z] = 0.
(Z)Ej[E(t)IZ(t)
Hence, coVj {Yj[Zet(t)],E(t} = 0 and, from (38), bp(t) = bi(t). There-

fore, from (39), a necessary conditionfor equilibriumis thatEj[Zp(t)]=
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Ej[Z,(t)] forj = 1,... , N. Thus, a necessary conditionfor equilibrium
is that a(t) = 0, from which it follows that m(t) = X(t)A(t).
Because the optimal portfolio of investorj is contained in qjj(t), it

follows from propositionIV.3 that the equilibriummanagementfee will

be given by m(t) = X(t) A\(t) if Ej[E(t) I Zj*(t) = Z] = 0 for all values of Z
andj = 1, . . . , N where Zj*(t) is the return per dollar on investorj's
optimal portfolio. Similarly, if [Xl(t), . . . , Xs(t)] denotes the returns

per dollar on a set of portfolios which span
N

U q?j(t)
i=1
and if Ej[E(t) IX1(t) = Xl, . . ., XS(t) = Xs] = 0 forj = 1, . . . , N, then in
equilibrium,m(t) = X(t)A(t).
IV.4: If all investors agree that the market portfolio is
PROPOSITION

an efficient portfolio, then, in equilibrium,m(t) = X(t) A(t).
By hypothesis, the marketportfoliois containedin qj3(t)forj = 1, . ..,
N. FrompropositionIV. 1, Ej[E(t) IZM(t) = Z] = 0 for] = 1, ... , N and
all values of Z. Hence, the hypothesizedconditionsof propositionIV.3
are satisfied, and therefore, in equilibrium, m(t) = X(t)lz(t).

In summary,if the E(t) component of the risk of the markettimer's
fund is completely diversifiable,then the managementfee will equal
X(t)z(t). The economic interpretationof this fee is very similarto the
one presented in Section II for the perfect-forecastingcase. If the risk
of E(t) can be "diversifiedaway," then the returnsto the fund will be
essentially the same as the returnsfrom following the options investment strategy(28)which uses no forecast information.However, in the
absence of a managementfee, the market timer's fund achieves this
patternof returnswithout having to "pay" for the options. Therefore,
the value of the markettimer's forecast skills will equal the value of the
options requiredto follow the options strategy with returnsgiven by
(28). To see that this is indeed the case when m(t) = X(t) I\(t), note that,
as in (8) of Section II, the managementfee per dollar of gross investment in the fund is equal to m(t)/[l + m(t)]. The value of put options
per dollar of investment in the options investment strategy, co2(t), is
equal to [pl(t) + p 2(t)- 1]g(t)(t)/[1 + m(t)] = A(t)zl(t)/[1 + m(t)].
Therefore,for m(t) = X(t) I\(t), the managementfee is just equal to the
value of the put options. For the same leverage level, \(t), the number
of "free" put options received is smallerfor the imperfect forecaster
than for the perfect forecaster because [p l(t) + P 2(t) - 1] < 1. In the
limitingcase of no forecastingskills, p l(t) + p 2(t) = 1, and the number
of "free" put options is zero as is the equilibriummanagementfee.
Having established that m(t) = X(t)Al(t) when the risk associated
with E(t) is diversifiable,we now show that this solution will be a good
approximationto the exact equilibriummanagementfee providedthat
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the value of securities held by the fund is a small fraction of the total
value of all securities outstanding.
By inspectionof (35), the sources of randomnessin E(t)are the return
on the marketand forecast error by the markettimer. In the proof of
proposition IV. 1, it was already shown that Ej[E(t) IZM(t) = Z] = 0 for
all values of Z andj = 1, . . ., N. Hence, if Xj(t), i = 1, . . . n,
represents the returns on all available securities (other than the fund
itself), then there is little loss in generalityby assumingthat forj = 1,
. . .,N, Ej[E(t) Xl(t) = X1, . . ., Xn(t) = Xj] = 0 for all values of X1,
...

,

Xn. This assumption leads to the following important proposition:

PROPOSITION IV.5: Let d*(t) denote the dollar demandfor the market timer's fund by investor j in his optimal portfolio at time t. If
Ej[E(t) Xl(t) = X1, .. ., X.(t) = X.] = Ofor all valuesX1,.. .X, , then
d*(t) = 0 if and only if m(t) = X(t)A(t).

The proof is as follows: If m(t) = X(t)A(t), then a(t) = 0 and from (36),
Zp(t) = ZS(t) + E(t). By hypothesis and propositionIV. 1, we have that
Ej[E(t) IZs(t) = Z, Xj(t) = X1, .. ., Xn(t) = Xn] = 0 for all values of Z,
Xi, . . ., Xn. Hence, from Merton (in press, theorem 11.3), we have that
d*(t) = 0. If d*(t) = 0, then the return per dollar on investorj's optimal
portfolio, Zj*(t), will be a linear combination of Xl(t), ... , Xn(t) and
R(t). Therefore,Ej[E(t) IZj*(t) = Z] = 0 for all values of Z. But, from
proposition IV.3, this condition implies that m(t) = X(t)A(t).
Thus, from proposition IV.5, if m(t) = X(t)A(t), then d*(t) = Oforj =
, n, and the aggregate demand for the fund's shares,
1, ...
N

dj*(t),
&

Df(t)
j=i

will equal zero. Therefore,for m(t) = X(t)A/(t),all investors will be just
indifferentbetween havingthe opportunityto invest in the fund or not.
From Merton (in press, eq. [11I.3]),we have that
(40)
ad*(t)Uax(t) > 0 at d*(t) = 0, j = 1,.. ., N.
From (40), for m(t) > X(t)Q(t), d&*(t)< 0 forj = 1, . . ., N, and
therefore m(t) = X(t)A(t) is the maximum possible equilibrium man-

agement fee.
Of course, a profit-maximizingmarkettimer would never choose a
managementfee exactly equal to X(t)A(t) because at this maximum
fee, Df(t) = 0 and he would receive zero revenues. Suppose, however,
that in equilibrium,the value of securities held by the fund is very
much smaller than aggregatewealth, W(t). Then, Df(t) << W(t). This
case is empiricallyquite relevant because the market value of stocks
and bonds in the United States is in excess of $1 trillion,and therefore,
even for a large (e.g., $1 billion) fund, Df(t)IW(t) will be quite small.
From (40), if m(t) < X(t) A(t), then every investor will choose a positive
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investment in the fund, that is, d*(t)

>

0, j = 1,

. . . ,

N. If the number

of investors, N, is large and the distributionof wealth amonginvestors,
[Wj(t)],is not perverse, then the fractionalallocationof each investor's
portfolioto the fund will be positive but small, 0 < d:(t)lWj(t) << 1. In
this case, the limiting managementfee associated with incipient demand will provide a close approximationto the equilibriummanagement fee.
Althoughprosaic, a good reason for using X(t)A(t) as an approximation to the equilibriummanagementfee is the observed fact that even
the largest of funds represents a small fraction of the total value of
securities outstanding. However, further theoretical support for this
approximationcan be found in the case where there are many independent market timers offering their services to investors. As with other
investments, it will be optimalfor risk-averseinvestors to "diversify"
and spread their holdings among all the market timers' funds. If the
numberof such funds is large, then this optimalbehaviorwill lead to a
relatively small aggregate demand for any one fund.
Suppose that there are Q market timers and that each provides
informationand behaves in a fashion similar to the market timer describedthroughoutthis paper. Let the subscriptq appliedto otherwise
previously defined variablesdenote that variablefor markettimerq, q
19

...

,

yQv

PROPOSITION

IV.6: If, for q

=

1,

...

,

Q, the forecast variable for

market timer q, Oq(t), is independent of the forecast variables of all
other market timers, then as the number of market timers becomes
large, the equilibriummanagementfee for market timer q's fund will
almost certainly satisfy mq(t) = Xq(t)Aq(t) = [Plq(t) + p2q(t) - 1]
g(t) Aq(t).

The method of proof is similarto the one used by Ross (1976)to derive
his "ArbitrageTheory" of asset pricing.Considerthe followingtype of
portfoliostrategy:Invest $1 in the riskless security;and forq = 1, . . ..
Q, invest $/qlQ in the fund of markettimerq and go short $gqlQ of the
portfolio with return per dollar Z8q(t)given by (28). We restrict our
attention to only those strategies ,
(g, . . ., ,uQ)which have the
=
where
each
q 1, v . ., Q,
q,
property that, for
Q ,q I > O and I ,uq I has

an upper bound independentof Q. This restrictioncorrespondsto the
set of "well-diversified"portfolios in the Ross analysis. Let z(t; ,u Q)
denote the returnper dollaron the portfoliowith strategy,u. From(36),
Z(t; ,u,

Q) = R(t) +

|E

qaq(t)IQ +

>3 qEq(t) IQ.

By hypothesis, the [Oq(t)] are mutually independent. Therefore, it
follows from (35) that forj = 1, ... , N andq = 1, . . ., Q,Ej[Eq(t) I El(t)
= E1, - . *, Eq_l(t) = Eq-1 Eq+l(t) = Eq+ . . . , EQ(t) = EQ] = 0 for all values
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E1, *.

, Eq-1, Eq+1,

.* *,

Q-

Therefore, for each t, every investor agrees

that [SQ(t)]form a martingalewhere
Q
SQ(t)

tkqEq(t).
1

Because the variance of Eq(t)exists and IgqI has an upper bound
independent of Q, the variance of gqE(t) has a finite upper bound
independentof Q. Therefore, by the Law of Large Numbers for Mar0 with
oo, SQ(t)/Q
tingales, every investor agrees that as Q
probability one. Hence, as Q
Z(t;

/,

,-> o,

Q) -- R(t) + [

]1qaq(t) IQ

with probabilityone. A necessary condition for equilibriumis that no
security dominate any other security. Therefore, as Q -* oo, [YQ
,qaq(t)]/Q

->

0 in equilibrium. But the choice for g is virtually arbi-

trary. Hence, satisfactionof this condition will requirethat as Q -3

cc,

for all (but possibly a finite number of) market timers, aq(t) -O 0. From
(32), it follows that almost certainly, mq(t) > Xq(t)Aq(t)as Q -m oo.

For proposition IV.6 not to be vacuous, it is essential that a
significant number of market timers have some forecasting skills.
Otherwise, if only a few have such skills, then p lq(t) + p 2q(t) = 1 for
virtually all market timers, and trivially, as Q -- oo, mq(t) = 0 =
for all but possibly a finite number of market timers. If the
Xq(t)Aq(t)
Efficient Markets Hypothesis held exactly, then mq(t) = 0 = Xq(t)Aq(t)
for all q, and it would be optimalfor investors not to invest in any of the
funds. On the other hand, if there is even a very small chance that any
given markettimerq has some forecastingskill, then [p lq(t) + p 2JI) 1]will be positive, albeit small, and it will be optimalfor every investor
to put a small fraction of his wealth in each fund.
The fact that Q is "large" in the sense of propositionIV.6 does not
mean that all members of the population or even all investors must
engage in market-forecastingactivities. That is, Q >> I is consistent
withQIN << 1. For example, Q = 10,000is quite a largenumberfor the
purposeof applyingthe asymptoticconclusions of propositionIV.6 as
a good approximation.For the U.S. population220 million, this would
requirethat only one person in 22,000 be engaged in marketforecasting. There are approximately17 million investors who hold individual
stocks in the United States. Hence, for Q to equal 10,000, only one in
1,700 of these active investors need be a market timer. Therefore,
market forecasting can be a relatively rare occupation, and yet, the
hypothesized conditions of proposition IV.6 could be essentially
satisfied.
Independenceof the forecast errorsamongmarkettimers is essential
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for propositionIV.6 to obtain. Indeed, if all funds were managedusing
the same information set, then [Eq(t)] would be perfectly dependent,

and as will be shown later in proposition IV.7, the number of funds
availablewill have no effect upon the equilibriummanagementfees.
However, even if there are "families" of market timers where forecasts among membersof each family are not independent,proposition
IV.6 will still obtainprovidedthere are a large numberof independent
families.
PropositionIV.6 provides essentially a "demand" reason why the
equilibriumsize of the markettimer's fund would be relatively small.
The cost function of the markettimer provides a "supply" reason. If
beyond some size marginalcosts increase, there will be an optimalsize
for the fund. If this optimal size is small relative to the value of all
securities outstanding, then the equilibriummanagementfee can be
approximatedby X(t)A(t). The manifest costs of operatingthe fund,
such as salaries, informationgatheringand processing, bookkeeping,
etc., are not likely to produce increasing marginalcosts. However,
there are other, latent costs associated with size that could cause the
marginalcost function to be increasing. As more employees are requiredto handle an increase in the size of the fund, the risk increases
that the proprietaryknowledge used by the market timer will be
"leaked" to either competitors or the public generally. Such leaks
would diminishor even eliminate the rents that the market timer can
earn from this knowledge. Even if such direct leaks could be prevented, for a large enough size, the transactionsmade by the fund will
affect market prices. If A(t) is the amount of assets under management, then every change requires a trade of $A(t)A(t) in the market
portfolioand $A(t)A(t)in the riskless security. Thus, as A(t) gets larger,
the markettimer must either reduce his response (per unit of assets) to
a change in view, A(t), or pay a higher "spread." Either action will
diminishthe performanceof the fund and therefore reduce the managementfee that investors will be willing to pay for his services. In a
business whose whole value comes from proprietaryknowledgewhich
cannotbe protectedby patients, it is not unreasonablethat these latent
costs could be significantenough to induce an optimalfund size which
is small relative to the value of all securities.
Of course, to determine the optimal fund size and the associated
exact equilibrium structure of management fees would require an
analysis of the optimalbehaviorof the markettimer. If the objective of
the markettimeris to maximizethe total profitsthat he receives for his
forecasting skills, then to achieve this objective, he can choose both
the managementfee rate, m(t), and the investmentor leveragepolicy of
the fund, ?k(t). He can also choose to have more than one fund, with a
differentrate and policy for each fund. In general, the optimalfund size
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and managementfee will depend upon the cost function and the structure of investors' demandfunctions for the fund, which in turn depend
upon their preferences, endowments, and probabilityassessments for
the returns on all available securities. However, as we now show,
neitherthe leverage chosen for the fund, A(t), nor the numberof funds
made available,K, will affect the total revenues received by the market
timer.
PROPOSITION IV.7: Let m*(t)
M[t, Ai(t)]be the optimal management fee rate for the ith fund when the leverage policy chosen for that
fund is Ai(t). If investors can borrow or sell short without restriction,

then (A) mi*(t) = M[t, 1]Ai(t), i = 1,

. . .,

K; and (B) the total

managementfees received by the market timer are invariantto either
the numberof fundsK or the leveragepolicy Ai(t)chosen providedthat
Ai(t) > 0.
From (35) and (36), the returnto investing $I in fundi can be written as
Yi(t)

IZsi(t) + Iai(t) + IAi(t)4(t)/[1 + m*(t)] where Zsi(t) is given by

(28) with m(t) = m*(t) and A(t) = Ai(t), ai(t)
[X(t)Ai(t)
mi*(t)]R(t)I[I + m*(t)], and 4(t)
[p l(t) - 0(t)][Zm(t) - R(t)] for 0 S
Zm(t) S R(t) and [0(t) - p 2(t)][Zm(t) - R(t)] for Zm(t) > R(t). Note that
the randomvariable4(t) does not dependupon eitherm (t) or Ai(t)and
=

therefore is the same for all the funds, i = 1,

. . .,

K. Consider the

following alternativeinvestment of $I: invest $I in the portfolio with
return per dollar Zsi(t); invest $I(Oik in fund k; and go short $I(Oik of the
portfolio with return per dollar Zsk(t) where we pick (0ik = Ai(t)[1 +
mk*(t)]/{Ak(t)[1 + mi*(t)]}. The return to this alternative investment,
can be written as Yik(t)
Yik(t),
+ ak(t)
+
IZsi(t) + IW)ik{Zsk(t)
+
for
we
can
Ak(t);(t)/[1
rewrite
mk*(t)]}
Io)ikZsk(t).
Substituting
ik,
this expression as Yik(t) = Yi(t) + I[oikak(t) - ai(t)]. By inspection, if
> ai(t), then Yik(t) > Yi(t) for every possible outcome, and
)oikak(t)
every investor would be better off to invest in fundk in the alternative
strategy than to invest in fund i. Therefore, to avoid fund i being
dominatedby fundk, Coikak(t)
ai (t). Of course, to avoid fund k being

dominated by fund i, cOkiai(t) 6 a,k(t). Noting that (0ik
that for neither fund to be dominated by the other,

=

l/(oki,

COikak(t)

we have
=

ai(t).

Fromthe definitionof Oik andai (t), we have, therefore,thatm *(t)lAi(t)
= m /(t)IAk(t), for i, k = 1, . . . , K. It follows immediatelythatm (t) =
M[t,

I]Ai(t), which proves A.

Consider a set of optimal managementfees {mi(t)} that supportan
equilibriumallocation where an aggregateof $Ii(t)(- 0) is invested in
fund i, i = 1, . .. , K. For COikak(t) = ai(t), Yik(t) = Yi(t), and therefore
all investors would be indifferent between investing $I in fund i or
investing $IcOikin fund k and using the alternativestrategy. Thus, the
same set of optimal management fees that support the equilibrium
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allocation[Ii(t)] will also supportthe alternativeequilibriumallocation
[I(t)] where
K

E (t) = E

and Ii(t) = 0 for i = 2,

ilsi(t)

K. In the first allocation, the total

. . .,

managementfee received by the market timer is
K

EI#()m i*()/[1 + mi*()]

E

In the alternativeallocation, the total managementfee received by the
market timer is
K

K

EI

AI(t)m*Q1
()[1 + m*1(t)]

()m i*()/[1 + mi*()] =
1

1

K
-

I

mlf(t)A#(t)I(t)I{#A1(t)[l + mi(t)]}

because coil = Ai(t)[1 + ml(t)]I{A1(t)[l + m*(t)]}. However, from part
A, mQ(t)Aj(t)IA1(t) = m(t). Hence,
K

K

EIi (t)m i*(t)/[1 + m i* t)]

=EIi(t)m

i*(t)/[ 1 + m i* t)],

1

1

and the total managementfee received is the same undereither allocation. Since the choice of fund 1 in the alternativeallocationwas clearly
arbitrary,no conditions on A,(t), other than it be positive, were imposed, and part (ii) is proved.
In essence, part (ii) of propositionIV.7 states that investors will not
pay (the market timer) for financialleverage that they can create for
themselves, and it is therefore a special version of the well-known
Modigliani-Millertheorem (1958).
Because the positions taken by the K funds described in proposition
IV.7 are based on the same (market timer's) information set, their
returnswill all be perfectly dependent, and there is no "diversification
effect" on the managementfees as was the case in proposition IV.6.
Moreover, if the market timer's forecast is such that a change in the
position of one of his funds is warranted, then this same forecast
triggers a change in the positions of all his funds. Therefore, if the
effect on marketprices of a transactionis solely a functionof size, then
the aggregatecost to all his funds from "spreads" will depend only on
the size of the total transactions made by them in response to his
forecast. The size of these transactionswill be
K

$ IAi(t)

Ai(t)
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in the market portfolio and the same amount in the riskless security
whereAi(t) is the value of assets under managementin fund i. In the
proofof part(ii) of propositionIV.7, it was shown that investors would
be indifferentbetween the allocations [Ii(t)]and [Ii(t)]among the market timer'sK funds. We now show that the size of total transactionsin
response to the markettimer's forecast will be the same under either
allocation.
If Ii(t) is the gross investment in fund i, then after taking out management fees, Ai(t) = Ii(t)I[l + m *(t)]. Therefore, the size of the total

transactionsunder the first allocation is given by
K

Similarly, the size of total transactionsunder the second allocation is
given by
K

II(t)IA1(t)][P

E

1 + m:*(t)][

Substituting for Ii(t), we can rewrite this latter expression as
K

, i()A/lWA i(t)[l + ml (t)]fl{[/ (t)][l + ml (t)][l + m~I(t)]}
K

=

>IIi(t)Ai(t)I[1

+ mtI(t)].

Therefore, the size of total transactionsunder either allocation is the
same. It follows that neither the leverage chosen for the fund nor the
numberof funds made availablewill affect the markettimer's transaction costs from spreads. Hence, from this result and propositionIV.7,
the total profits earned by the markettimer will be invariantto either
the numberof funds he managesor the leverage policies of the funds.
In contrast to the Jensen model (1972a, sec. 4), we have from
propositionIV.7 that, from the investor viewpoint, there is no "optimal" or "preferred" policy [?)l(t), ?)2(t)]. All that is required here is
that investors know what the policy is and that 'r2(t)>>rj1(t). While the
maximummanagementfee, X(t)A(t), will only provide a reasonable
approximationto the true equilibriumfee if investment in the fund is a
small fraction of total investment, the proof of proposition IV.7 requiredno such assumption.Therefore,the conclusions of this proposition are valid, independentof the size of the fund. Hence, to analyze
the optimal behavior of a markettimer and determinethe equilibrium
value of his information,one can assume withoutloss of generalitythat
the markettimerexploits his informationby managinga singlefund and
that the leverage policy of the fund is A(t) = 1.
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I close this study with a briefexamplewhich suggests that other than
in the (approximately)incipientcase stressed here, it will not be appropriateto assume that transactionsmade by the markettimerwill have a
negligible effect on market prices. Therefore, to properly analyze the
optimal behavior of a market timer and the associated equilibrium
structure of management fees for the nonincipient case, one must
develop a significantlymore complex model where the market timer
and investors in makingtheir optimal decisions take into account the
effect of the fund's size on the perfornance of the fund. Needless to
say, no such attempt will be made here.
For purposes of the example, we assume that investors are riskaverse, mean-varianceutility maximizerswith homogeneousprobability assessments. It is also assumed that the distributionof the market
timer's forecast erroris independentof the returnon the market, that
is, p l(t) = p 2(t) = p (t). If it is assumedthat the fund's transactionshave
no effect on market prices, then from a standard mean-variance
portfolio analysis, the equilibriumaggregatedemandfor the fund will
satisfy
Df (t)IDM(t) = a (t)oi(t)I{[ZM(t)

- R(t)] var [e(t)]}

(41)

whereDM(t) is the equilibriumaggregatedemandfor (nonfund)investment in the market,ZM(t) and oj2(t) are, respectively, the agreed-upon
expected value and variance of the return per dollar on the market
portfolio. From (35), we have forp l(t) = p2(t) = p(t) and A(t) = 1 that
var [E(t)] = p(t)[l - p(t)]oj1(t)/[1 + m(t)]2.

(42)

Hence, from (32) and (42), (41) can be rewritten as
Df(t)IDM(t) = [(2p(t) - 1)g(t) - m(t)][l + m(t)IR(t)I

{ p (t)[l

- p (t)][ZM(t)

-

(43)

R(t)]}.

If the market timer has no variable costs,22 then he will choose the
managementfee which maximizes his total revenues, m(t)Df(t)I[l +
m(t)]. This revenue-maximizingmanagementfee, m*(t), is given by
m*(t) = X(t)l2
= [2p(t) - l]g(t)12.

(44)

Hence, from (44), (43) can be rewritten as
Df(t)IDM(t) = X(t)[2 + X(t)]R(t)I{4p(t)[1

-

p(t)][Zm(t)

-

R(t)]}.

(45)

By inspection, the equilibriumdemandstarts at zero whenp (t) = .5
and the markettimer has no forecastingskills and is a strictly increas22. Of course, we have neglected throughoutour analysis those operating costs
common to all investment companies including "passively managed" or "noinformation"funds. So, the derived managementfee is an "incremental"fee for forecasting skills. The "variablecosts" referredto here are the additionaltradingcosts
associated with "actively managed"funds.
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ing function of p(t). To provide a sense of the magnitudeof aggregate
demandas a function of p(t), we substitute into (45) the averages for
the other parametersbased upon a long past history. From Ibbotson
and Sinquefield(1977,p. 19), the annualarithmeticexcess returnon the
market,Zm(t)- R(t), had an averageof 9.2%with a standarddeviation
of 22.6% for the period 1926-76. The average annual returnon U.S.
Treasury bills for this same period was 2.4%. Using the historical
standarddeviation for the market,we derive from (10) an estimate for
the 1-yearput price, g(t), equal to 0.09. Using these historicalvalues in
(45), we have for a 1-yearforecaster that
Df(t)IDM(t) = 3.96 v(t)[l + 0.09 v(t)][l
where v(t)

=p(t)

-

4 v2(t)],

(46)

- 0.5. Hence, for a market timer with an annual

forecasting edge of p (t) = 0.51, the equilibriumdemand for his fund
would be approximately4% of all other risky asset holdings. And for
each percentagepoint increase in his probabilityof a correct forecast,
the equilibriumdemand will increase by fourfold. So, at p(t) = 0.55,
the fund will represent more than 20% of all other risky assets. Of
course, the demand would be even larger if the market timer's forecasting interval were less than 1 year.
Noting that the assumed investment strategy for the fund requires
trades of the order of Df(t), it is simply unrealistic to assume that
tranasactionsof the size impliedby (46) will not affect marketprices.
We have, of course, only shown this to be the case in a specific
example. However, there is nothing especially pathologicalabout the
example. Hence, to properly determine the optimal fund size for a
market timer with virtually any forecasting skill at all, one should
explicitly take into account the tradingor "spread" costs associated
with the size of the fund.
In summary,it has been shown that, up to an additivenoise term, the
pattern of returns from an investment strategy based upon market
timing will be the same as the pattern of returns from a "partial
protective put" option investment strategy. If this noise term which is
caused by forecast error is diversifiable,then, independentof investors' preferences, endowments, or probabilitybeliefs, the equilibrium
[p(t) + p2(t) - 1]
managementfee is given by m(t) = X(t)A(t)
g(t)Lrj2(t)- -r(t)]. Because the equilibriummanagementfee is proportional to the price of a put option on the market portfolio, the
comparativestatics analysis of the equilibriummanagementfee presented in Section II for the perfect-forecastingcase carries over to the
imperfect-forecastingcase presented here. Finally, in the empirically
relevant case where the size of the market timer's fund represents a
small fraction of the total value of all securities, X(t)A(t)will provide
a close approximationto the exact equilibriummanagementfee.
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